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Economy growth prospects of the
region
are
connected
with
modernization of production facilities,
introduction
of
innovative
technologies, and, clearly, growth of
investments in fixed assets.
We are striving to make the area
more
attractive
for
external
investments, and today we can say
with certainty that there are favorable
trends in this area.
Bryansk Region represents interest
to investors. This is the result of
honest and stable partnership with
business community and government
structures.
N.V. DENIN
Governor of Bryansk Region
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Bryansk Region is an area with a rich historical
past and its own way of development. This is a
region, which for centuries has been the ground for
numerous intercultural contacts.
In X-XIII centuries the area now known as
Bryanschina was the part of Kiev Rus, and when it
was divided into fiefs, upper reaches of Desna river
and its tributaries were included into Chernigov lands,
and the northernmost areas became the part of
Smolensk lands. In the second half of the XII century
cities were founded on the northern edge of Chernigov
lands, and the first independent principality appeared,
centered in the ancient city of Vshchizh (now an
ancient site on the bank of the Desna, 40 km northwest of Bryansk). In the south, Starodubskoye domain
was formed.
After the destruction of Vshchizh in 1238 by the
Tatar Mongols, the importance of Bryansk began to
increase (first record is dated by 1146, although,
based on archaeological data and indirect evidences
of the city, it is considered to be was founded in
980-s.). Bryansk principality arose, which at the end of
XIV - XVI centuries was included in the land of the
Lithuanian-Russian Grand Duchy.
Consolidation of the Russian lands around
Moscow in the XVI century resulted in Bryansk
Region joining the Moscow state.
Then, up to the 1917 revolution, administrative
affiliation of modern Bryanschina lands in the
Russian state was different.
The northeast - Bryansk, Trubchevsk, Sevsk,
Karachev lands (generally they can be called as
Verkhnee Podesenye) - were Russian districts
administrated on general grounds from Moscow. At
the end of the XVIII century they became the western
part of Orel governorate (Bryansky, Trubchevsky,
Sevsky, most part of Karachevsky counties).
South-west - the land around Starodub and
Mglino were included into the territory subordinated
to hetmans of Levoberezhnaya Ukraine, since 1663,
as a part of Starodubsky Regiment (Starodubje).
When the Russian Empire was divided into
governorates, these lands successively belonged to
the Kiev province, Kiev governorate, Little Russia
governorate, Novgorod-Seversky governorship and,
finally, Chernigov governorate (making its northern
part or Zadesenye - Starodubsky, Mglinsky,
Surazhsky and nearly all-Novozybkovsky counties).
In 1920, five counties: Bryansksky, Karachevsky,
Sevsky, Trubchevsky, as well as Orel governorate and
Zhizdrinsky county of Kaluga governorate were
merged into the Bryansk governorate.
In 1929 the Bryansk governorate was abolished
and became a part of the Western Region with the
center in Smolensk city. In 1937, according to the
order of CEC of USSR, the Western Region area was
divided into Smolensk and Orel Regions.
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On July 5, 1944 by the Decree of the
Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR,
independent Bryansk Region was separated from
the Orel Region, comprising 28 districts:
Brasovsky, Bryansky, Vygonichsky, Gordeevsky,
Dubrovsky, Dyatkovsky, Zhiryatinsky, Zhukovsky,
Zlynkovsky,
Karachevsky,
Kletnyansky,
Klimovsky,
Klintsovsky,
Komarichsky,
Krasnogorsky,
Mglinsky,
Navlinsky,
Novozybkovsky,
Pogarsky,
Pochepsky,
Rognedinsky, Sevsky, Starodubsky, Suzemsky,
Surazhsky, Trubchevsksky, Unechsky and
Ponurovsky (abolished in 1957).
Bryansk Region has temperate continental
climate, with warm summers and moderately cold
winters. The average annual temperature ranges
from 4.5°C in the northern districts (Rognedino) to
+5.9°C in the southern districts (Sevsk). The
warmest month is July (18-19°), while the coldest
is January (-7.2-9.0°C).
Duration of the period with an average
temperature above 0°C is 217-234 days.
According to long-term data, freezing in the
region ceases in early May and resumes in late
September - early October. Frost-free period lasts
130-135 days. In hollows and valleys the frostfree period is 15-30 days shorter that on slopes.
The region is classified as moderate-mild
winter and warm summer zone according to its
temperature regime. The difference in average
annual temperature between individual years is
usually insignificant.
The region is a zone of moderate humidity in
term of rainfall. The average annual rainfall is 550 to
600 mm; the largest rainfall is in the north - in
Dyatkovo and Bryansky districts - in July (80-100
mm) and the smalles rainfall is within a narrow
band: Pochep-Klimov - Novozybkov in December,
January, February (25-35 mm per month).
The average snow cover lasts 100-120 days, it
is particularly strong in the last week of February.
Cover thickness in the fields reaches 10-25 cm,
and up to 40 cm forest up. By the end of the
spring thaw up to 200-250 mm of moisture is
accumulated in soil. This quantity is enough to
moisten the soil in the summer months.
The wind regime of the region in the warm
season (April-September) is characterized by a
predominance of north-western, north-eastern and
western winds, and in the cold season (October March) - south-western, south and western winds.
Approximately 95-97% of the time there is a
weak and moderate wind. Strong winds of 15 m/s
are observed for 10-18 days (3-5% of the time).
Due to relatively small area of the territory with
a total flat surface, there’re no significant
differences between the macro-characteristics of
its individual parts.
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According to the schematic climate zone map
of Russia, in terms of construction Bryansk
Region refers to the area - II, subarea - II B, that is
climatic conditions of the region are favorable for
human life, work, leisure and tourism and cause
no restrictions on capital construction.

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION AND
ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION OF
BRYANSK REGION
Bryansk Region has favorable transport and
geographic location. It is located at the
intersection of major highways (Moscow - Kiev,
St. Petersburg - Kharkov - Rostov, Orel - Vitebsk)
at the west of the European part of the country.
Area of the region is 34.9 thousand sq. km.
The region is a part of the Central Federal
District, bordering two countries and four regions
of the Russian Federation: in the west it borders
with the Republic of Belarus (Gomel and Mogilev
Regions), in the south - with Ukraine (Chernihiv
and Sumy Region) in the north - with Kaluga and
Smolensk Regions, and in the east - with Orel and
Kursk Regions of Russia.
The region is crossed by five major rail lines
with access to Poland, Germany, Slovakia,
Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, the Baltic States and
CIS.
Bryansk Region includes 289 municipalities: 27
municipal districts, 6 urban districts, 30 urban and
226 rural settlements.
The administrative center of Bryansk Region is
Bryansk city.
Several districts of Bryansk Region are border
zones. Border zones of Bryansk Region, adjacent
to the state border of the Russian Federation and
Ukraine, are set within the following limits:
• in the municipality "Klimovsky district" - the
territory
of
rural
settlements
Novoyurkovichskoye,
Khoromenskoye,
Kirillovskoye,
Kamenskokhutorskoye,
Novoropskoye, Brakhlovskoye;
• in the municipality "Starodubsky district" - the
territory of rural settlements Voronokskoye,
Ponurovskoye;
• in the municipality "Pogarsky district" - the
territory of rural settlements Kisterskoye,
Gorodischenskoye,
Chausovskoye,
Vitemlyanskoye;
• • in the municipality "Trubchevsky district" the
territory
of
urban
settlements
Beloberezkovskoye,
rural
settlement
Teletskoye;

•

in the municipality "Suzemsky district" - the
territory
of
rural
settlements
Novopogoschenskoye,
Aleshkovichskoye,
urban settlement Suzemskoye excluding
township Suzemka;
• in the municipality "Sevsky district" - the
territory
of
rural
settlements
Podlesnonovoselskoye,
Kositskoye,
Troebortnovskoye.
Rules of entry (passage), temporary stay,
movement of persons and vehicles in border
areas are defined by the Rules of the border
regime, developed with the purpose to implement
Article 16 of the Russian Federation Law No.
4730-1 "On the State Border of the Russian
Federation" dated April 1, 1993.

STATE POWER BODIES OF BRYANSK
REGION
State power bodies system of Bryansk Region
is composed of:
•

the senior official of Bryansk
Governor of Bryansk Region;

Region,

•

the legislative (representative) state power
body of Bryansk Region, Bryansk Regional
Duma;

•

the highest executive state power body of
Bryansk Region, Government of Bryansk
Region;

•

bodies of executive power of Bryansk Region;

•

magistrates of Bryansk Region.

The Government of Bryansk Region consists of
the Governor of Bryansk Region, Vice-Governor of
Bryansk Region, deputy governors of Bryansk
Region, directors of departments of Bryansk
Region, heads of boards of Bryansk Region,
chairmen of committees of Bryansk Region, chiefs
of inspections of Bryansk Region.
The Governor of Bryansk Region is the
chairman of the Government of Bryansk Region.
Bryansk Regional Duma consists of 60
deputies. Work of the Duma, its bodies and staff is
organized by the chairman of the Duma, his
deputies, and other officers of the Duma, elected
from among its members. The term of office of a
single convocation of Bryansk Regional Duma is 5
years.
State power in Bryansk Region is exercised by
bodies of state power of Bryansk Region, as well
as federal executive authorities and federal courts.
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Government of Bryansk Region
33 Lenina prospekt, Bryansk, 241050.
Tel. (4832) 66-26-11 www.bryanskobL.ru
Governor of Bryansk Region
Denin Nikolai Vasilievich
Office - Tel. (4832) 66-26-11, fax (4832) 41-38-95
Assistants - tel. (4832) 74-31-55, fax (4832) 41-38-95
E-mail: gubernator@bryanskobl.ru
Twitter Account: httpsyAwitter.com / nv_denin
Vice-Governor of Bryansk Region
Office - Tel. (4832) 74-36-96, fax (4832) 74-36-96
Assistants - tel. (4832) 74-31-55, fax (4832) 41-38-95
E-mail: gubernator@bryanskobL.ru
Bryansk Regional Duma
2 K. Marksa sq., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 66-36-91,74-56-28, fax (4832) 74-31-95
www.duma.bryansk.ru
Chairman of Bryansk Regional Duma
Gaidukov Vladimir Ilyich
Office: tel. (4832) 66-36-91, fax (4832) 74-31-95
Assistants: tel.: (4832) 64-58-25,67-72-42
E-mail: mail@duma.bryansk.ru

Federal authorities
exercising control and licensing functions
Office of the Federal Tax Service of Bryansk Region
53 Krahmaleva str., Bryansk, 241037
Office - Tel. (4832) 67-39-99, fax (4832) 65-21-35
www.r32.naLog.ru
Central Customs Directorate of the Federal
Customs Service / Bryansk customs
41 Krahmaleva st., Bryansk, 241050
Office - Tel. (4832) 67-17-58, fax (4832) 62-66-71
Chief Directorate of EMERCOM
of Russia for Bryansk Region
59 Duki str. Bryansk, 241050
Office tel. (4832) 74-21-64, fax (4832) 64-63-79
www.32.mchs.gov.ru
Priokskoye Office of the Federal Service for
Environmental, Technological and Nuclear
Supervision
11 7th Line str. Bryansk, 241007.
Office - Tel. (4832) 64-32-91, fax (4832) 64-32-55
www.priok.gosnadzor.ru
State Inspectorate for the Supervision of Technical
State of Self-propelled Vehicles and other
Equipment of Bryansk Region
58 Gorkogo str., Bryansk, 241000
Office - Tel.: (4832) 74-36-23,66-24-18
E-mail: igtn@onLine.debryansk.ru
www.igtn.debryansk.ru
State Construction Supervision Inspectorate of
Bryansk Region
31 Fokina str., Bryansk, 241050
Office - Tel. (4832) 72-21-03, fax (4832) 72-21-03
Directorate of the Federal Service for Supervision
of Natural Resource for Bryansk Region
3G Osoaviahima lane, Bryansk, 241019
Office - Tel. (4842) 41-46-97, fax (4832) 41-02-33
E-mail: urpn@onLine.debryansk.ru
www.prirodnadzor-bryansk.ru
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Office of the Federal Supervision Agency
for Information Technologies and Communications
of Bryansk Region
9 Karl Marksa sq., Bryansk, 241050.
Office - Tel. (4832) 74-22-16, fax (4832) 72-22-04
www.32.rsoc.ru
Office of the Federal Supervision Agency
for Customer Protection and Human Welfare of
Bryansk Region
5A 2nd Sovetsky lane, Bryansk, 241050.
Office - Tel. (4832) 74-20-45, fax (4832) 74-20-45
E-mail: sanep@onLine.bryansk.ru
www.brtech.nichost.ru
Office of the Federal Antimonopoly Service in
Bryansk Region
80 Duki str., Bryansk, 241050
Office - Tel. (4832) 64-33-93, fax (4832) 64-32-74
E-mail: to32@fas.gov.ru
www.bryansk.fas.gov.ru

TERRITORIAL PLAN OF BRYANSK
REGION
Scientific and Design Institute of Spatial
Planning ENCO has developed a spatial planning
scheme of Bryansk Region.
In order to increase economic activity and
investment attractiveness of the region, five major
and four interregional economic activity zones
were identified.
Area of economic activity
1. Bryansk multifunctional industrial and logistics
zone of economic activity. Growth pole - Bryansk,
Dyatkovo, Fokino. The zone accumulates major
industrial, scientific and educational potential of
the region, with diversified economic complex
formed in it. Key areas of economic specialization
include engineering, defense industry, production
of construction materials, woodworking. A
promising area of specialization is the
development of transport and logistics activities.
Advanced development zone is created within the
area with a focus on transport and logistics
activities and industrial complex.
2. Karachev industrial and recreation zone of
economic activity. Growth pole - Karachev. The
economic potential is based on diversified
industrial complex (engineering, defense industry
complex, light and wood industry); besides tourist
and recreational complex will be developed in
future.
3. Pochep industrial zone of economic activity.
Growth pole - Pochep. Currently, the industrial
potential of the city is low. The production of
construction materials, food and processing
industries are to be developed in the future.
4. Unecha industrial zone of economic activity.
Growth pole - Unecha. Key areas of economic
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specialization include engineering, defense
industry complex, light industry and woodworking.
In the future, oil refining, and production of
construction materials will be developed.
5. Trubchevsk agroindustrial zone of economic
activity. Growth pole - Trubchevsk. The priority for
investment in this area is the development of
agro-industrial complex.
Interregional economic activity zones:
1. Dyatkovo-Kirov-Lyudinov industrial zone. The
main area specialization is the development of
cooperation relationships between engineering
enterprises.
2. Karachev tourist and recreation zone
(comprising territories of three Russian regions:
Bryansk, Orel, and Kaluga Regions).
3.
Novozybkov-Gomel
International
zone.
Development of cooperation between enterprises
of the two countries, the establishment of new
joint ventures. Within the area a zone of advanced
development is formed with a focus on the
production of construction materials.
4. South agro-industrial zone. Combines large agroindustrial centers: Komarichy, Sevsk and Suzemka.
Development of the area as a complex economic
activity area is possible, subject to implementation of
transport infrastructure development projects. The
main economic specialization remains agricultural
production and food processing.
Agro-economic zones of the territory
Four zones are identified in the region,
according to the nature of agricultural
specialization:
1. Northern zone (Rognedinsky, Kletnyansky and
Dubrovsky districts). Specialization - beef and
dairy cattle and poultry breeding, potatoes and
flax cultivation. The development of flax
processing and processing of milk is planned.
2.
Central
(suburban)
area
(Bryansky,
Vygonichsky, Dyatkovo, Zhukovsky, Navlinsky
Pochepsky, Karachevsky, Zhiryatinsky districts).
Presence of industrial cities - Bryansk, Zhukovka,
Dyatkovo, Karachev - predetermines the
development of this zone as a suburban zone with
intensive agricultural production development.
Specialization - intensive cattle breeding, grain,
potatoes and vegetable crop growing with
developed poultry and pig breeding industries.
3. South East zone (Brasovsky, Komarichsky,
Sevsky, Suzemsky, Trubchevsky, Pogarsky,
Staradubsky districts). Specialization - cattle
breeding, grain, vegetable and potatoes crop
growing with developed pig breeding industry
Lands in this area differ by heterogeneity of soil,

so the agricultural specialization of the zone is
different in the east and the south. If in the eastern
part of significant areas shall be disposed for
sugar beet, in the southern part the land is used
for cereal crops, potatoes, flax, and canola.
4. Western zone (Gordeevsky, Zlynkovsky, Klimovsky,
Novozybkovsky,
Klintsovsky,
Krasnogorsky,
Surazhsky,
Unechsky,
Mglinsky
districts).
Specialization - cattle breeding, grain and potato
crop -growing, hop cultivation is advisable.
Recreational zones
Tourist and recreation structure of the region
includes 4 tourism and recreational areas
(destinations), formed by including the following
municipal districts: Bryansky, Trubchevsky,
Starodubsky and Novozybkovsky.
The main centers of tourist appeal of Bryansk
Region are traditionally represented by historic
cities and their suburbs Bryansk, Trubchevsk,
Starodub, Novozybkov, Sevsk, Karachev, as well
as preserved manor ensembles and reserve
museums in Krasny Rog village (A.K Tolstoy
Museum), history and literature museum and
nature sanctuary in Ovstug village (F.I. Tyutchev
Museum), village Lyalichi. The region includes
interesting and well-known outside the area
archaeological monuments: ancient settlement
Vshchizh, historical and archaeological museum
"Paleolith", Poluzhye ancient settlement in in
Yudinovo village. Cultural and educational tourism
associated with visits to shrines (Svensky
monastery), as well as monuments of the Great
Patriotic War (Guerrilla Glade, "Hatsun" Memorial
Site) gains increasing popular.
Bryansk Region has attractive therapeutic
recreational resources, represented by seven
different mineral water basins and healing muds.
Resort & health centers are Beloberezhskaya
Heath (Bryansk Region), Zhukovka town and its
suburbs, Klintsy town and its suburbs etc.

BRYANSK REGION DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY
The Strategy of Socio-Economic Development of
Bryansk Region to 2025 has been approved by the
Order No. 604 of the Administration of Bryansk
Region on June 20, 2008.
This Strategy identifies the major strategic
objective of long-term development of Bryansk
Region to 2025 as improving living standards of
the population to a level above the Russian
average index, and the further creation of
favorable living conditions
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through unlocking the natural, geographical,
industrial and transit potential of Bryansk Region.
The unique geographical position of Bryansk
Region, which has direct connections to all the
surrounding areas of the Central Federal District,
as well as Belarus and Ukraine, involves the
active development of transit potential of the
region as the territory of the region is crossed by
international transport corridors (ITC) No. 2 "EastWest" and No. 9 "North-South". Bryansk Region
development strategy provides for implementation
of the main competitive advantage of the region
and the development of interregional transport &
logistics complex (western logistics platform of the
Central Federal District), based on the railways
and road network, as well as the Bryansk city
airport, which is consistent with the basic
objectives of the Development Strategy of Railway
Transport of the Russian Federation.
In this regard, the construction and
development of large complexes in the form of
transportation & logistics facilities groups along
the railways and major roads in the city of
Bryansk, and in a number of municipalities,
servicing goods & material flows, is quite
promising. Creation of the Russia's largest
onshore international multimodal transport &
logistics center (MTLC) is suggested as well, for
receiving and processing mainly export-import and
transit cargos, as well as domestic cargos
(industrial and food commodity groups) on the
second Eurasian transport corridor "Berlin Warsaw – Minsk - Moscow - Nizhny Novgorod Ekaterinburg – Vladivostok - Japan, Korea, and
China." The facilities of the complex are able to
process part of the cargo going via the transport
corridor No. 9 "Finland - St. Petersburg - Moscow
- Kiev - Odessa - Alexandroupolis".
In accordance with the level of district
development in the region and the nature of their
specialization, construction and development of
10 multipurpose transport and logistics complexes
with mid-size cargo handling capacity and one
large world-class MTLC is recommended in
Bryansk Region, to serve mainly export-import
and transit cargos going via ITC No. 2 "East West" and No. 9 "North-South".
Multimodal (rail and road) transport and
logistics facilities with medium capacity are to be
placed in Novozybkov, Klintsy, Starodub towns as
well as in Unechsky, Karachevsky, Suzemsky,
Zhukovsky, Dyatkovsky and Bryansky districts of
the region.
One of the priorities of industrial development
is the development of high-tech industries,
electrical and electronic industries.
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The potential of these enterprises allows to
develop and master manufacturing of new hightech products: medical equipment, railway
equipment,
grow
monocrystals,
produce
semiconductors, cathode-ray tubes, fittings and
assemblies for the aerospace and automotive
industry, instrumentation equipment.
Machinery and equipment manufacturing is
also one of the development priorities of Bryansk
Region
industrial
complex.
The
main
specialization is the production of various
equipment
for
transport
sector.
Further
development and diversification of engineering
(primarily
through
investment
mechanical
engineering) will provide the basis for a highly
developed industrial complex of Bryansk Region.
Woodworking is one of the fastest growing
activities of the domestic economy. Active
development of timber processing is planned,
employing existing vast forest resources of
Bryansk Region, including production of furniture,
wood construction materials, joinery production.
According to the Strategy of Socio-Economic
Development of Bryansk Region, industrial
districts in municipalities are to be created by
2025, and their functioning supported, through the
use of developed land with area of 50 to 200
hectares, to accommodate large and mid-sized
enterprises, and facilities supplementary to the
core activities of these enterprises.

RAW MATERIALS AND RESOURCE
POTENTIAL OF BRYANSK REGION
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MINERAL RESOURCES OF BRYANSK REGION
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Mineral map legend:
- sand

- ferruginous quartzites

- clay

- glass sand

--tripoli earth

- phosphorites

- chalk

- marl

- phosphate-containing ores
- carbonate raw materials
- peat

- iron ore
- dolomite
- titanium - zirconium ores

- loam

- red clay

- mineral water
- quartz sand
- limestone
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MINERAL & RESOURCE BASE
Mineral resources of the region are
represented by 21 minerals; 13 types of
minerals of the 19 recorded in the State balance
are being mined. More than two thousand
deposits and sectors of minerals are explored,
913 are listed on the balance of Bryansk
Region.
Bryansk Region is one of the leaders in the
Central Federal District (CFD) by number of
explored reserves of several minerals.
The reserves of phosphate rock represent
29% of the reserves of Russia, glass sand 9.4%; expanded clay reserves represent 6.3%,
tripoli - 7.1%, construction sand - 4.7% of the
reserves of CFD.
All known mineral deposits in Bryansk
Region can be divided by their importance into
three groups by resource types:
1. Mineral resources of federal significance:
titanium-zirconium sands, phosphorite ore, glass
raw materials.
2. Mineral resources of regional significance,
cement raw materials, refractory clay, molding
sand, chalk for the glass industry, tripoli, peat,
sapropel, organo-mineral deposits, underground
mineral water and large intakes of fresh
groundwater.
3. Mineral resources of local significance, construction materials (brick & tile and
expanded clay raw materials, construction sand,
sand-gravel aggregate, chalk for construction),
carbonate rocks for liming acid soils.
Mineral resources sector of the region is
more developed in the north-eastern part, in
Bryansky and Dyatkovsky districts, where the
major mineral mining and processing facilities
are located.
Based on the current degree of geological
and geo-economic study, the most interesting
objects for subsoil use and attracting investment
in organization of exploration and mining are:
• titanium-zirconium phosphate sands
(Unechskoye deposit);
• glass and titanium-zirconium sands
(Novozybkovskoye deposit);
• molding sand (Svenskoye deposit);
• refractory clay deposits ("Siny Kolodez");
• Construction sands (Navlinskoye deposit).
The use of Unechskoye deposit potential
allows for comprehensive utilization of mineral
resources for the production of building
materials, metal concentrates for the industry,
chemical fertilizers necessary to restore and
improve the quality of agricultural land soil,

Total explored reserves of phosphate rock in 17
deposits of the region are about 462 million tons.
Novozybkovskoye deposit is included in the state
reserve. Significant part of glass sands of this
deposit is located within city limits and is not
developed due to building development. Integrated
titanium-zirconium placers and glass and moulding
sand deposit are represented here. Glass sand
reserves of industry categories (A + B + C1) are
29.36 million tons.
Novozybkovskoye deposit can be the basis for
launching the project of construction of mining and
processing plant for the production of building
materials, metal concentrates for the industry.
Quaternary clay resources of Dunaevskoye
deposit in Karachevsky district can be developed
and used for the production of ceramic bricks
through plastic molding method with the use of
vacuum degassing. The total volume of deposits in
C1 + C2 categories is 8.4 million cubic meters, of
which C1 - 3.1 million cubic meters, C2 - 5.3 million
cubic meters.

LAND RESOURCES
Region's land area is 3485.7 thousand hectares
as of January 1, 2012. Among all categories of land,
agricultural land dominates in the territory (1979.3
thousand hectares), forest land has a significant
share as well (1208.9 thousand hectares).
Settlement land area is 192.4 thousand hectares.
The land for industry, energy, communications
needs and other special purpose land accounts for
only 37.2 thousand hectares of land, protected
areas occupy 12.7 thousand hectares, water fund
land area is 5.1 thousand hectares. Significant part
of the land in the region belongs to reserve lands 50.1 thousand ha.
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Agricultural land dominates in the structure
of land area.
The largest share of farmland is
concentrated in the of agricultural land category
-1720.5 thousand ha (91.7%). Main agricultural
land users are agricultural enterprises,
organizations, institutions and individuals
engaged in agricultural production.
Building area within agricultural land
amounts to 23.5 thousand hectares and is used
for manufacturing centers, vehicle fleet,
warehouses, etc.
As of 01.01.2012, 1297 thousand hectares
are owned by citizens, 126.4 thousand
hectares are owned by legal entities and
2062.3 thousand hectares are in state and
municipal ownership, where title to land for
1274 thousand hectares is registered for the
Russian Federation, 9.6 thousand hectares are
the property of Bryansk Region and 3.2
thousand hectares are in municipal ownership.

WATER RESOURCES
Bryansk Region belongs to the basin of the
Black and Azov seas (Dnepr river basin). Fresh
water reserves (including groundwater) amount
to 4510 million cubic meters. Around 3.2-3.6%
of renewable water resources from surface and
groundwater sources are used annually for
drinking and household needs of the population
and industries, i.e. the need of fresh water is
met in full.

Surface water areas are formed mainly in the
catchment areas of the rivers Desna, Snov, Iput,
Besed.
Desna, the largest river of the region, with its major
tributaries Bolva, Sudost and Nerussa gives 63% of the
annual runoff of the region. Cities of Bryansk, Zhukovka
Trubchevsk are located on Desna river banks. Desna
floodplain width varies from 4 to 6 km, and river channel
is 50-200 m wide. Desna river is the longest left-bank
tributary of Dnepr, and the second largest in terms of
catchment area.
The region has 766 ponds, 29 reservoirs, 21
natural lakes. The total amount of water accumulated
in the ponds is 74.5 million cubic meters, in
reservoirs - 58.7 million cubic meters, in lakes - 20.7
million cubic meters The total area of ponds and
reservoirs is 7.8 thousand hectares, lakes - 472.6
hectares.
Within the Desna river catchment area, the largest
water supply is in Rognedinsky, Vygonichsky,
Suzemsky, Pochepsky districts; in Iput river basin Kletnyansky, Mglinsky districts; in Besed river basin Gordeevsky district.
Bryansksky,
Dyatkovsky,
Komarichsky,
Trubchevsky, Pogarsky, Klintsovsky, Novozybkovsky
and Zlynkovsky districts are experiencing a certain
lack of water resources.
Total forecast useful groundwater resources are
about 5 million cubic meters / day.
There are seven mineral water basins in Bryansk
Region. Predicted resources of different types of
mineral water in the whole area are estimated as
16.91 thousand cubic meters / day, proven useful
resources are 1.27 cubic meters / day.
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Disturbed and
other land

Wetlands

Roads

Development
area

Underwater

Forests and
shrubs

Agricultural
land

Area, thousand hectares.

Distribution of the land fund by areas
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FOREST RESOURCES
Bryansk Region is a zone of mixed coniferous
and deciduous woodland.
The area of forest land in Bryansk Region is
1236.3 thousand hectares, including forest area
located on the forest fund lands of 1208.9 thousand
hectares. The total stock of plantations is 225.8
million cubic meters
Wooded area varies in different municipalities
and ranges from 11.6% (Komarichsky district) to
65.8% (Dyatkovsky district). Most wooded districts
of the region are Dyatkovsky, Navlinsky,
Kletnyansky, Suzemsky. Sparsely wooded districts
of Bryansk Region are Komarichsky, Pogarsky,
Zhiryatinsky, Starodubsky, Surazhsky districts.
Significant portion of the forest - 54% of the total
area - is classified as protective. Merchantable
forest area in forestries is 509 thousand ha or 45%
of the total forested land of the forest fund; the share
of coniferous forests is 48%, hardwood - 6%,
softwood - 46%. The total timber resources in
merchantable forests of Bryansk Region Forest

Management Office forestries amount to 99.4
million cubic meters.
Merchantable fund of forestries consists of
mature and over-mature stands, which can be
assigned for harvesting. Area of exploitable
merchantable forest is 409.1 thousand hectares.
75.1 thousand hectares of mature exploitable
forests are registered in total. The share of
stands dominated by conifers and hardwoods
accounts for 53.5% of merchantable fund, the
remaining part of merchantable fund is
represented by softwood stands. Reserve of
mature and over-mature stands, suitable for
exploitation, is 16.7 million cubic meters, of
which 2.8 million cubic meters is represented by
conifers and 715 thousand cubic meters are for
hardwood stands.
Bryansk forests stand out from the forests of
other regions by their compactness, high
productivity, significant percentage of conifers,
an extensive road network, both general use
and forest ones.
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POPULATION SIZE AND DENSITY
OF BRYANSK REGION MUNICIPALITIES

Rognedinsky
district

Dubrovsky
district

Dyatkov sky
district
Zhukovsky
district

Kletnyansky
district

Fok ino
Seltso
Bryansk y
district

Zhiryatinsky
district

Krasnogorsky
district

Gordeevsky
district

Surazhsky
district

Novozybkovsky
district Novozybkov
Klimovsky
district.

Navlinsky
district

Unechsky
district

Trubshevsky
district

Starodub

Starodubsky
district

Karachevsk y
district

Vygonichsky
district
Pochepsky
district

Klintsovsky
district Klintsy

Zlynkovsky
district

Mglinsky
district

Pogarsky
district
Suzemsky
district

Brasovsky
district
Komarichsky
district

Sevsky
district

Population density
over 2000 people per 1 sq. km
Population density
1000 to 2000 people per 1 sq. km
Population density
from 500 to 1000 people per 1 sq. km
Population density
from 21 to 45 people per 1 sq. km
Population density
ess than 20 people per 1 sq. km.
municipality population
economically active population percentage
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Bryansk Region
population dynamics

POPULATION OF THE REGION
As of 01.01.2011, the resident population of
Bryansk Region was 1275.3 thousand people,
including male - 58.1 thousand people, or 45.6%,
female - 69.4 thousand people, or 54.4%. Female
population in Bryansk Region exceeds male
population by 1.2 times.
As of 01.01.2012 the resident population of
Bryansk Region totaled 1264.4 thousand people.
Bryansk Region is classified as one of the
Russian Federation regions with unfavorable
demographic situation. Over the period 2007-2011
the reduction of the resident population amounted
to 53.2 thousand people.
Negative impact on the demographic situation
in the region as a whole is caused by natural
population decline, when the death rate exceeds
the birth rate.
Population living in urban areas reduced from
2007 to 2011 by 25.5 thousand people, and by
27.7 thousand people for rural areas.
The economically active population of Bryansk
Region is 991.3 thousand people or 78.4% of the
population. Almost half of the economically active
population, or 47% resides in the six urban
districts of Bryansk Region. 35% of the
economically active population of the region is
concentrated in Bryansk.
The registered unemployment rate in the
period 2007-2011 was in the range 1.3-2.6%. With
that, the ceiling of 2.6% was recorded in the crisis
year of 2009. Subsequently unemployment
declined,
and
in
2011
the
registered
unemployment rate was 1.5%.

thousands people

Correlation between urban and rural
population of Bryansk Region
as of January 1, 2012

■ Rural ■ Urban

Sex and age structure of Bryansk Region population as of January 1, 2011
thousand people

Men

100 and older

Women

Men

Women
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MIGRATION POLICY
In the context of recessionary development of
natural reproduction processes the role of migration
flows in the formation of the regional population
remains negative. Over the period 2004-2010 more
than 50.6 thousand people arrived to the region, and
more than 55 thousand people left. Regional
migration loss for the period was 5 thousand people.
In 2011, migration loss increased by 1.7% to 2010
and amounted to 4.3 thousand people. The
proximity of the Moscow metropolitan area has
played and will play a negative role in future
migration flows. International migration from CIS
and Baltic States remains to be compensating factor
in the external migration of the region.
Migration monitoring, supervision and provision
of public services in the region is performed by the
Department of the Federal Migration Service of the
Russian Federation for Bryansk Region, located at:
26 Pioneerskaya st, Bryansk, 241050, office phone:
(4832) 71-85-00.
Labor migration regulation in the region is
provided
by
bilateral
and
multilateral
intergovernmental agreements, Federal laws of the
Russian Federation, RF Government Decrees and
other laws and regulations:
• Agreement of 24 January 2006 between the
Russian Federation and the Republic of Belarus
on equal rights of citizens of the Russian
Federation and the Republic of Belarus on
freedom of movement and choice of residence
on the territory of member states of the Union
State;
• Federal law No. 115 of 25.07.2002 "On the
Legal Status of Foreign Citizens in the Russian
Federation" (as last amended on 28.12.2010 by
No. 417-FZ)
• Federal law No. 114 of 15.08.1996 "On the
Procedure for Exit from the Russian Federation
and Entry into the Russian Federation" (as last
amended on 28.12.2010 by No. 417-FZ);
• Federal law No. 109 of 18.07.2006 "On
Migration Registration of Foreign Citizens
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Migration dynamics
people

•

•

•

and Stateless Persons in the Russian
Federation" (as last amended on 23.12.2010
by No. 385-FZ);
Resolution No. 681 of the Government of
the Russian Federation of November 15,
2006 "On the Procedure for Issuing Permits
to Foreign Citizens
for Temporary
Employment in the Russian Federation";
Resolution No. 183 of the Government of
the Russian Federation of March 18, 2008
"On Approval of Rules for Submission by
the Employer or Customer of Works
(services) of the Notice on Recruitment and
Engagement in Labor Activity of Foreign
Nationals and (or) Stateless Persons
Arriving in the Russian Federation in
Accordance with Visa-Free Procedure, and
Having Work Permit";
Resolution No. 487of the Government of the
Russian Federation of June 30, 2010 "On
Approval of the Form of Request of the
Employer or Customer of Works (Services)
to Attract Highly Qualified Foreign Specialist
and Form of Patent Granted to a Foreign
National Arriving in the Russian Federation
in Accordance with Visa-Free Procedure."
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LOCATION OF MAJOR ENTERPRISES AND ORGANIZATIONS,
CONSUMER MARKET SIZE

Rognedinsky
district

Dyatkov sky
district

Dubrovsky
district

Zhukovsky
district

Kletnyansky
district

Fok ino
Seltso
Bryansk y
district

Zhiryatinsky
district
Mglinsky
district
Krasnogorsky
Gordeevsky
district
district

Surazhsky
district

Klintsy
Klintsovsky
district
Novozybkovsky
district
Novozybkov

Zlynkovsky
district

Navlinsky
district

Pochepsky
district

Unechsky
district

Trubshevsky
district

Starodub

Starodubsky
district

Karachevsk y
district

Vygonichsky
district

Brasovsky
district

Pogarsky
district

Klimovsky
district.

Suzemsky
district

Komarichsky
district

Sevsky
district

consumer marke size, MRUR
large industrial enterprises
large agricultural enterprises
construction industry enterprises
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Bryansk Region is an industrial-agrarian
region with a large share of manufacturing
sector and the potential for innovative
development.

Industrial production dynamics

GROSS REGIONAL PRODUCT
DYNAMICS & STRUCTURE
Before the crisis, the economic development of
Bryansk Region was characterized by steady
growth. The gross regional product for 2005-2008
has nearly doubled to up to 125.8 billion rubles at
the end of 2008.
In 2009, Bryansk Region, among other regions
of the country experienced negative impact of the
global financial crisis. Decline in gross regional
product was 8.8%.
In 2010 – 2011, economic development
dynamics of Bryansk Region were characterized
by recovery processes. Gross regional product
amounted to $144.3 billion rubles in 2010, an
increase of 4.5% to 2009.
Gross regional product in 2011 is estimated at
177.6 billion rubles, or 107% in comparable prices
to 2010 level.
By GRP structure Bryansk Region is an
industrial-agrarian region. At the present
economic development stage the industrial
production accounts for nearly one-fifth of GRP.
The share of agriculture and forestry is 10.8%.

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
The basis of Bryansk Region industrial
potential is formed by more than 300 large and
mid-sized enterprises, and about 700 small
enterprises.

Industrial production index, %
In 2011, industrial production continued to grow
and reached 110.9% as compared to 2010, which
is significantly higher than the overall rate in the
Russian Federation - 104.7% and in the Central
Federal District -105.9%.
Sales of own-produced goods, works and own
services for industrial economic activities were
100.8 billion rubles, the growth rate in real prices
amounted to 121.7% as compared to 2010.
Throughout the year, high rate of production
(113.1%) have been reported in the manufacturing
sector.
Growth leaders are enterprises manufacturing
transport vehicles and equipment, where
production index was 143.1%.
High growth rates were recorded in the
manufacture of rubber and plastic products, wood
processing and manufacturing of wood products

Gross regional product dynamics
billion rubl.

estimate
Gross regional product, billion rubles.
Sales growth rate, % to the previous year
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Industrial production structure
Food, beverages and tobacco production
Transport vehicles and equipment
Gas and water production and distribution
Machinery and equipment production
Finished metal products manufacturing
Pulp & paper industry, publishing, printing
industry
Manufacturing of electrical, electronic and
optical equipment
Rubber and plastic products manufacturing
Woodworking and wood products
manufacturing
Metallurgical production and finished metal
products manufacturing
Other sectors
Textile and garment industry

GRP structure by type of activities, 2010

Wholesale and retail trade, personal services
Processing enterprises
Transport and communications
Agriculture, hunting and forestry
Public administration
Construction
Real estate operations
Healthcare & social services
Energy generation and distribution
Education
Other
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textile and garment industry, leather production,
leather products and footwear.
Manufacturing activities have the largest share
in the industrial production structure - 86.1%,
followed by power generation and distribution 13.6%, and mining - 0.4%.
The major shares in the manufacturing sector
belong to food processing, manufacturing of
transport vehicles & equipment, machinery and
equipment.
The industrial complex is characterized by a
high degree of spatial concentration of production
facilities. The industrial potential is largely
concentrated in the northeastern part of the region
(Bryansky, Dyatkovsky district). The industrial
potential of the western part of the region is
concentrated in two cities with a diversified
industrial complex: Klintsy and Novozybkov.

Products: marine diesel engines, mainline and
shunting locomotives, cars and platforms of various
modifications, repair of locomotives and diesel engines,
spare parts for railway transport, rolled products.

LLC PC Bezhitsk Steel Works
1 Staleliteynaya st., Bryansk 241038
Tel.: (4832) 71-59-53, 71-59-54, fax (4832) 71-71-00
E-mail: priemn@bstal.ru
www.bstal.ru
Products: car casting - beam, frame, slipper, automatic
coupling, clamp, bracket, thrust plate.

OJSC Klintsy Truck Crane Plant
10 Dzerzhinskogo st., Klintsy town,
Bryansk Region 243140
Tel. (48336) 4-24-31, fax (48336) 4-12-43
E-mail: kaz@oaokaz.ru
www.oaokaz.ru
Products: 16, 20, 25 t truck cranes on MAZ, KAMAZ,
Ural chassis.

OJSC Bryansk Arsenal
98 Kalinina st., Bryansk, 241000/
Tel. (4832) 66-17-94, fax (4832) 66-17-51
E-mail: lnfo@arsenal-sdm.ru
www.arsenal-sdm.ru
Products: motor graders, pavers, road scrapers for
cold milling of asphalt pavement, trailers, spare parts for
road cars.

LLC Bryansk Automobile Plant
1 Staleliteynaya st., Bryansk, 241038.
Tel. (4832) 58-15-00, fax (4832) 58-14-80
www.baz32.ru
Products: multi-axis dual-purpose chassis.

CJSC SP Bryanskselmash
Competitive products of Bryansk Region
industry: marine diesel engines, mainline and
shunting locomotives, freight cars and platforms,
motor graders and pavers, truck cranes,
technological and medical equipment, cement,
window glass, crystal products, furniture, textiles,
knitwear and garments lumber, hardboard
(particle board), plywood, production of nonferrous and ferrous metals, fodder choppers.

List of the largest industrial enterprises of
Bryansk Region
Machine-building and metal-working plants

86 Moskovsky pr., Bryansk, 241020
Tel./fax (4832) 63-10-82,
E-mail: spselmash@yandex.ru
www.bryanskselmash.ru
Products: Self-propelled combine harvesters. Forage
harvesters and complexes.

OJSC Novozybkov Plant Inductor
72 Roshal st., Novozybkov town,
Bryansk Region, 243020
Tel./fax (48343) 5-64-46, 3-42-45
E-mail: inductor@online.debryansk.ru
www.nzi.ru
Products: electrothermal and electric welding
equipment, induction furnaces.

LLC Novozybkov Machine Tool Plant

CJSC UK Bryansk Engineering Plant (ZAO UK BMZ)
26 Ulyanova st., Bryansk, 241015
Tel. (4832) 68-79-28, fax: (4832) 68-79-40, 68-79-62
E-mail: odo@ukbmz.ru
www.ukbmz.ru

61 Lenin st., Novozybkov town,
Bryansk Region, 243020
Tel. (48343) 3-46-47, fax (48343) 5-64-72
E-mail: nsz.marketing@mail.ru
www.sszn.ru
Products: Woodworking machinery, log frames,
mutipurpose domestic machine tools
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Defense industry enterprises
CJSC Kremny Al Group
103 Krasnoarmeiskaya st., Bryansk, 241037
Tel. (4832) 41-43-11, fax (4832) 41-91-03
E-mail: mark@kremny.032.ru
www.svet.kremny.ru
Products: transistors, integrated circuits, IC.

CJSC Termotron-plant

2 Frunze st., Trubchevsk town,
Bryansk Region, 242220.
Tel./fax (48352) 2-47-58
E-mail: tmz@online.debryansk.ru
www.tr-monolit.ru
Products: gas boilers, mini-boilers, wooden containers.

Forest and wood Industry enterprises

1 Shchorsa Blvd., Bryansk, 241031
Tel. (4832) 29-65-75, fax (4832) 26-12-47
E-mail: contract@termotron.ru, market@termotron.ru
www.termotron.ru
Products: equipment for railway centralized security
system - electric switch machines, impedance bonds
with secondary winding, tollgates, customs traffic
control barrier.

Furniture concern Katyusha

OJSC 192nd Central Railway Equipment
Works

OJSC Seletsk DOK

35 Michurina st., Bryansk, 241021
Tel. (4832) 26-15-11
E-mail: zgt@online.debryansk.ru
www.zl92.ru
Products: equipment for repair and construction of
railways - tracklayers, track lining machines, rail length
assembly machines, winches, jacks, hand cranes

225 Lenina st., Dyatkovo town,
Bryansk Region, 242630
Tel./fax: (48333) 3-27-45,3-28-75
E-mail: mebel@online.debryansk.ru,
www.dyatkovo.ru
Products: chipboard, laminated chipboard, furniture for
various purposes.
3 Dzerzhinskogo st., Belaya Berezka village,
Bryansk Region, 242250
Tel./fax: (4832) 35-50-81,2-49-49
E-mail: sel.dok@yandex.ru
www.seldok.ru
Products: fiber board, plywood, lumber.

CJSC Proletary

13B Vokzalnaya st., Bryansk, 241017
Tel./fax (4832) 53-11-11
www.bryanskemz.ru
Products: electronic automatics for road-building
equipment, medical devices.

1 Fabrichnaya st., Surazh town,
Bryansk Region, 243500.
Tel. (48330) 2-19-95, fax (48330) 2-14-42
E-mail: info@proletariy.ru
www.proletariy.ru
Products: paper, technical cardboard, corrugated board
and corrugated tare.

OJSC Resistor

LLC D0TS

12 Krupskoy st., Unecha town,
Bryansk Region, 243200.
Tel. (48351) 2-64-55, fax (48351) 2-18-45
E-mail: rezistr@online.debryansk.ru
www. un-rezistor.ru
Products: resistors, lamps, electric ovens, connectors,
extensions.

25 Inzhenernaya st., B. Polpino village,
Bryansk, 241903.
Tel. (4832) 72-60-82, fax (4832) 72-62-47
E-mail: bond_parket@online.bryansk.ru
www.dots.4br.ru
Products: parquet, board, lumber, laminated veneer
windows.

OJSC Karachev Plant Elektrodetal

LLC Kokorevka DOZ

1 Gorkogo st. Karachev town,
Bryansk Region, 242500.
Tel. (48335) 2-00-78, fax (48335) 2-00-82
E-mail: edet@online.debryansk.ru
www.edet.debryansk.ru
Products: rectangular electric connectors, automobile
components: pads, plugs, caps, resistors, PS-3OOA plugs and sockets

1 Lenina st., Kokorevka village,
Suzemsky district, Bryansk Region, 242160
Tel. (48353) 2-81-00, fax (48353) 2-83-46
E-mail: kokdoz32@mail.ru
www.kokdoz-ooo.ru
Products: doors, board products, lumber.

OJSC Strela

OJSC Bryansk Worsted Plant

OJSC Bryansk Electromechanical Plant

44 Internatsionalnaya st., Suzemka village,
Bryansk Region, 242190.
Tel. (48353) 2-14-51, fax (48353) 2-14-73
E-mail: oao-strela@inbox.ru
www.oao-strela.ru
Products: electrical products - transformers.
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Light and textile industry enterprises
1 50th Army st., Bryansk, 241027
Tel. (4832) 52-51-99, fax (4832) 56-23-73
E-mail: bkk@ruslana.ru
www.ruslana.ru
Products: wool and wool blend fabrics, uniforms.

ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF BRYANSK REGION

OJSC Silhouette
37A Sovetskaya st., Karachev town,
Bryansk Region, 242500
Tel./fax (48335) 2-14-16
E-mail: siluet@online.debryansk.ru
Products: overalls, cold-weather coats, insulated
outfits.

Novozybkov garment factory Milana
29 Pervomayskaya st., Novozybkov town,
Bryansk Region, 243000
Tel./fax (48343) 5-08-04, 5-13-04
E-mail: nsfabrika@yandex.ru
www.nsfabrika.ru
Products: jackets, raincoats, coats, short coats,
overalls.

OJSC OP Stella plus

areas of specialization are livestock, crop growing and
seed farming.
Agro-industrial complex of Bryansk Region is rapidly
growing. For 2011, the gross agricultural output in
current prices amounted to 32.5 billion rubles, the
volume index to the level of 2010 was 128.2%, including
crop production -15.7 billion rubles (150.8%), livestock 16.8 billion rubles (109.1%).
In 2011, agricultural enterprises manufactured
46.3% of total agricultural output, and the farmers,
including individual entrepreneurs, accounted for
11.7%.

Agricultural production volume
billion rubles

19 Abasheva st., Bryansk, 241021
Tel. (4832) 26-05-01, fax (4832) 26-05-09
Products: women's and men's shoes.

Glass industry enterprises
LLC Star Glass
6 Lenina st., Star village, Bryansk Region, 242640
Tel. (48333) 3-45-33, fax (4832) 35-50-05
E-mail: info@sgi-maiL.com
www.starglass.ru
Products: construction glass, light diffusers for car and
truck headlights, signal glass, light diffusers for railcar
repair, glassware.

LLC Dyatkovo Crystal Factory
184 Lenina st., Dyatkovo town, Bryansk Region,
242630.
Tel. (48333) 3-22-79, fax (48333) 3-22-79
E-mail: dhz@dcrystal.ru
www.dcrystal.ru
Products: crystal goods - flower vases, table vases,
plates and other products.

OJSC Ivotsteklo
5 Lenina st., Ivot village, Dyatkovsky district,
Bryansk Region, 242650
Tel./fax (48333) 3-49-17
E-mail: info@i-vot.ru
www.i-vot.ru
Products: thermal insulation materials.

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY
Bryansk Region agricultural complex (AGC) is a set
of interrelated agricultural sectors, forming the
framework for organizational and production cohesion
of processes that provide means of production, as well
as ensure actual manufacturing of agricultural products
and raw materials and their processing into final
consumption products. Processing and food industry
form the basis of food security in the region.
There are about 2000 enterprises and private
(peasant) farms in the agricultural sector. The main

in current prices
% YoY

The share of arable lands in the total arable area in
2011 grew by 4.7% as compared to the previous year
and amounted to 66.4%.
The crop growing industry focuses on facilities for
the storage and processing of products for the purpose
of bringing it closer to consumers. High-tech potatoes
storage depots and granaries are built in the region.
In the livestock industry, total production of livestock
and poultry for slaughter in live weight for all categories
of farms in 2011 was 146 thousand tons. Meat
production increase as compared to the last year was
13%.
The State program for agricultural development and
regulation of agricultural products, raw materials and
food for 2008-2012 is being implemented in the
agricultural complex of Bryansk Region.
As a result of program activities, the amount of
agricultural output in current prices in 2011 amounted to
32.5 billion rubles, or 128.2%, in comparable prices to
2010.
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Expenditures of the consolidated budget of
Bryansk Region on agriculture per 1 ruble of
agricultural output in 2011 amounted to 0.024
rubles (in 2010 - 0,018 rubles). In the 2012 -2014
period a gradual reduction of this indicator is
planned.
Amount of loans raised by agricultural industry
is growing annually. In 2011 the volume of loans
granted to agricultural companies of Bryansk
Region amounted to 6.4 billion rubles, in 2010 the
figure was 4.67 billion rubles.
Bryansk Region AGC needs construction,
reconstruction and modernization of livestock
breeding complexes (farms), livestock and feed
production facilities; storage facilities for potatoes,
vegetables and fruit; greenhouses for the
production of fruits and vegetables in protected
ground, flax and flax-fibre processing facilities;
meat packing houses, livestock and milk primary
processing facilities, including processing and
storage of meat and dairy products.

E-mail: snezhka@ria-link.ru
www.snezhka.ru
Area of activity: crop growing, production and
processing of livestock products: chicken and quail
eggs, poultry, beef and pork, sausages, dairy products.

SPK Culture Agricultural Company
1 Polevaya st., Dobrun village, Bryansky district,
Bryansk Region, 243115
Tel.: (4832) 92-32-34, 92-39-60 fax (4832) 92-32-31
www.spk-kultura.ru
Area of activity: crop and livestock production, storage
and processing, greenhouse production of vegetables
and ornamentals.

TnV Krasny Octyabr
Desyatukha village, Starodubsky district,
Bryansk Region, 243259
Tel. (48348) 9-51-22, fax (48348) 9-51-24
E-mail: tnvkro@mail.ru
www.tnvkro.ru
Area of activity: livestock and dairy breeding, elite
crops and potatoes growing.

LLC Druzhba
21 Shkolnaya st., Novoye Kaplino village,
Zhiryatinsky district, Bryansk Region, 242027
Tel. (4832) 67-50-80, fax (4832) 67-50-80
Area of activity: beef stock farming.

OJSC Bryankonfi
11B Vokzalnaya st., Bryansk, 241014
Tel. (4832) 57-64-16, fax (4832) 57-82-03
E-mail: referent@bryankonfi.ru
www.bryankonfi.ru
Area of activity: production of confectionery products.

LLC Bryansk Meat Processing Plant
2 Tukhachevskogo st., Bryansk, 241020
Tel.: (4832) 63-58-26,63-58-21, fax (4832) 75-38-49
www.kingmeat.ru
Area of activity: production of sausage products,
convenience foods and canned meat.

Largest agro-industrial complex enterprises of
Bryansk Region
LLC Bryansk Meat Company
1A Voroshilova st., Hotyanovka village, Trubchevsky
district, Bryansk Region, 242242.
Tel. (48352) 2-40-42, (4832) 63-58-26
Area of activity: cattle breeding and processing of
livestock products.

CJSC Kurinoye Tsarstvo-Bryansk
3A Moscovsky lane, Bryansk,
Bryansk Region, 241020
Tel. (4832) 67-14-00, fax (4832) 75-80-04
E-mail: office@br.chickenkingdom.ru
Area of activity: production and processing
poultry.

OJSC Snezhka
Putevka village, Bryansky district, Bryansk Region, 241519
Tel.: (4832) 65-14-15, 65-14-56, fax (4832) 65-14-94
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OJSC Bryansk Dairy Plant
2B 50th Army st., Bryansk, 241035
Tel. (4832) 52-49-11, fax (4832) 52-49-11
E-mail: bmk@ipcity.ru
www.milgrad.ru
Area of activity: production of dairy products.

TnV Syr Starodubsky
115 Krasnooktyabrskaya st., Starodub town, Bryansk
Region, 243240
Tel. (48348) 2-22-08
E-mail: info@cheeseworld.ru
www.cheeseworld.ru
Area of activity: production of butter, hard cheeses,
processed cheeses, fermented milk products, brineripened cheese, milk products, yogurt.

ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF BRYANSK REGION

OJSC Bryansk Meat Plant
103 Moskovsky pr., Bryansk, 241004
Tel. (4832) 67-09-30, fax (4832) 63-63-45
E-mail: info@brmk.ru www.brmk.ru
Products: sausage products, sausages,
prefabricated meat, compound feed, fodder.

Housing construction dynamics
thousand sq. m

wieners,

CJSC Karachevmolprom
1 Kalinina st., Karachev tow, Bryansk Region, 242500
Tel. (48335) 2-12-43, fax (48335) 2-12-34
E-mail: krmolpr@mail.ru
www.kmpr.ru
Products: milk and dairy products.

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
The volume of work performed under
Construction category in Bryansk Region in 2011
grew (in constant prices) by 0.2% to 2010 and
amounted to 16,886.2 million rubles.
Large and medium sized businesses and
organizations performed Construction category
works for the amount of 5650.0 million rubles
(82.5%) to 2010.
Investment in capital construction projects for large
and mid-sized enterprises in 2010 amounted to 16.50
billion rubles, an increase to 2009 level - 40.6%.
Amount of housing commissioned exceeded by
7.8% the 2010 level and totaled 421.4 thousand
square meters; one third was built by people at
their own expense, and using raised loans. Bryansk
Region ranks fifth in terms of housing construction
rates among the regions of the Central Federal
District.
The scope of works performed under
Construction business activity
billion rubles

commissioning of residential housing,
thousand sq. meters
% YoY

Key enterprises of Bryansk Region
construction complex
USF LLC Nadezhda
14 Ulyanova st., Bryansk, 241035
Tel. (4832) 51-21-68, fax (4832) 51-43-46
E-mail: gknadegda@yandex.ru
www.nadegda-stroy.ru
Area of activity: building and construction.

LLC Domostroy
38 Kamozina st., Bryansk, 241012
Tel. (4832) 56-95-90, fax (4832) 56-95-96
Area of activity: building and construction.

OJSC Komplekt
8 Tukhachevskogo st., Bryansk, 241020
Tel. (4832) 63-73-35, fax (4832) 73-76-85
E-mail: oao-komplekt@yandex.ru
www.komplekt32.ru
Area of activity: building and construction.

OJSC SCF Comfort
3A Krylovskaya st., Bryansk, 241033
Tel. (4832) 41-35-34
E-mail: gaponenko.81@maiL.ru
www.komfort.brk.ru
Area of activity: building and construction.

CJSC Maltsovsky Portland Cement
2 Bazarnaya st., Fokino town,
Bryansk Region, 242610
Tel. (4832) 58-43-54, fax (4832) 58-42-60
E-mail: info@eurocem.ru
www.eurocement.ru
Area of activity: Portland cement PC 400-D20, PC
500-D20, PC 500 DO, PC-500-DO-N, PC M600-DO.
In actual prices
% YoY
(in comparable prices)

LLC BZKPD
99 Rechnaya st., Bryansk, 241020
Tel. (4832) 26-24-54, fax (4832) 26-40-83
E-mail: bzkpd.bryansk@rambLer.ru
www.kvartira.vbryanske.ru
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Area of activity: manufacturing concrete products for
large-panel construction industry, foam concrete
blocks, foundation blocks, road plates, etc.

LLC MBK
21 Engenernaya st., Bryansk, 241903
Tel. (4832) 72-62-41, fax (4832) 72-64-15
E-mail: mbksm@yandex.ru

www.ooo-mbk.ru
Area of activity: concrete products manufacturing.

in terms of deploying enterprises producing
consumer goods, retail and entertainment centers.
In 2011, retail sales totaled 135.8 billion rubles,
which is above the 2010 level by 12.6%. 2011 is
characterized by outrunning sales growth of

Volume index of consumer services

LLC Stroydetal and K
51 Dzerzhinskogo st., Bryansk, 241020
Tel. (4832) 58-30-30, fax (4832) 58-35-13
E-mail: stroydetal@gmail.com www.zavodsd.ru
Area of activity: concrete products manufacturing

CJSC Klintsovsky silicate plant
7, Zavodskaya st., Chemerna village,
Klintsovsky district, Bryansk Region, 243101
Tel. (48336) 3-54-04, fax (48336) 3-53-66
E-mail: ksz@online.debryansk.ru

www.k-silikat.ru
Area of activity: production of silica brick, building lime
and limestone flour.

CJSC Bryansk Silicate Bricks Plant
5 Staleliteinaya st., Bryansk, 241035
Tel. (4832) 57-54-77, fax (4832) 57-54-73
E-mail: tdbzsk@online.debryansk.ru

www.bzsk32.ru
Area of activity: silica brick production.

LLC Fokino Building Materials Plant
Berezino village, Dyatkovsky district,
Bryansk Region, 242620
Tel. (48333) 4-70-30, fax (48333) 4-70-71
E-mail: ivaco-dmitry@rambler.ru

www.fksm.4br.ru
Area of activity: ceramic brick production

LLC Stroma Plant
Peretorgi village, Vygonichsky district,
Bryansk Region, 243363
Tel./fax (4832) 67-64-41
E-mail: 676020@stroma32.ru

non-food products (22.9%), retail food trade was
less dynamic and increased by only 3.4%.
In 2011, 86% of retail trade sales were formed
by
trading
organizations
and
individual
entrepreneurs operating out of the market. Almost
a fifth of retail sales of the region was formed by
retail chains, the share of small business accounts
for 53% of the goods sold to the population.
Volume indices of retail trade
and public catering sales

www.stroma32.ru
Area of activity: silica brick production.

CONSUMER MARKET
The modern consumer market of the region is
stable, highly saturated with goods, with
extensive network of trade companies, public
catering and consumer services, and high
entrepreneurial activity.
Capacity of the consumer market determines
the investment attractiveness of Bryansk Region

Retail trade sales
Catering sales
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Public catering turnover amounted to 7.2 billion
rubles in 2011, an increase compared to 2010
was 13.1%. The volume of paid personal services
increased in 2011 by 2.6% to 34.5 billion rubles.
Consumer market is driven by personal income
growth. In general, according to preliminary
estimates population income amounted to 231.2
billion rubles in 2011, growing by 13% to 2010;
real disposable income increased by 6.8%.
Finance & budget
The essential tool for implementation of the
regional investment policy is the budget of
Bryansk Region.
Consolidated budget revenues of Bryansk
Region grew by 73% over 2007-2011 period. In
2011, total budget revenues amounted to
385,526.1 million rubles, an increase of 17.6%
compared to 2010.
Tax revenues of the budget consist mainly of
personal income tax and corporate income tax.
Capital expenditures of the consolidated
budget are growing, which evidences the dynamic
development of Bryansk Region. The largest
share of capital expenditures is spent on
construction, renovation and repair of social
infrastructure facilities, construction and repair of
roads, rural development, resettlement of lowerincome people out from old and dilapidated
housing.
Foreign economic activity
Bryansk Region is actively developing foreign
economic relations and increasing the volume of
foreign trade. Trading partners include companies
from over 70 countries from CIS and other parts of
the world.

Consolidated budget revenue dynamics of
Bryansk Region
billion rubles

Consolidated budget revenues
of Bryansk Region

The major portion of foreign trade accounted
for CIS countries (68.5%). Foreign trade turnover
with CIS in 2011 was 2.2 times higher than the
turnover with other foreign countries and reached
$1,085.6 million USD (an increase of 8.9%
compared with 2010). Exports reached $257.2
million USD (down by 0.2%), import - $828.4
million USD (increase of 12.1%).
In 2011, foreign trade turnover of the region
amounted to 1,585.3 million, which is 11.4%
above the 2010, including export- 324.2 million
2011 foreign trade structure
by main partner countries

Bryansk Region consolidated budget
revenues structure, 2011

Corporate income tax
Personal income tax
Excise
Aggregate income tax
Property Taxes
Other income

Belarus
Moldavia
Lithuania
China
Italy
Other countries
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Ukraine
Netherlands
Poland
Germany
Turkey
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dollars (up 2.9%), import – 1261.1 million dollars
(up 13.8%).
The largest share (36.8%) in total exports
belonged to mechanical engineering products.
The leading commodity groups in regional
import were "Food and agricultural raw materials",
"Machinery, equipment and transport vehicles",
"Metals and metal products".
Small business
In 2011, 8594 small businesses carried out
economic activity in Bryansk Region which is an
Bryansk Region foreign trade dynamics
mil. USD

Import
Export
Foreign trade, total

increase of 17.2% to 2010. The average number
of employees in all small enterprises was 85,700
people, which is 10.3% higher than in 2010.
Turnover of small businesses across all activities
increased in 2011 by 24.5% to 117.4 billion rubles.
In order to provide favorable environment for
small and medium business the following
regulations were adopted in Bryansk Region:
• Bryansk Region Law No. 80-3 of October 5,
2009 "On the development of small and
medium enterprises in Bryansk Region";
• Bryansk Region Law No. 103-3 "On
establishment in 2012 of differentiated tax
rates on the tax levied in connection with the
simplified tax system for certain categories of
taxpayers who have chosen revenues,
reduced by expenditures as their tax base";
• Bryansk Region Law No. 49-3 of July 3, 2010
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"On the use of simplified tax system by
oindividual entrepreneurs based on the patent
in Bryansk Region";
• Resolution No. 120 of the Regional
Administration of February 13, 2009 "On
approval of the administrative regulation on
the provision of public service" Advice and
institutional support to small and mid-sized
enterprises ";
• Resolution No. 287 of the Regional
Administration of March 31, 2009 "On financial
support to small and medium enterprises";
• Resolution No. 795 of the Regional
Administration of June 31, 2009 "On approval
of the list of state property of Bryansk Region
to be used only for the purpose of assigning
for possession, and (or) use on a long-term
basis (including on reduced rental rates) to
small and medium-sized businesses and
organizations that form small and medium
enterprises support infrastructure."
According to the Orders of the Department of
Economic Development of Bryansk Region, the
departmental target program "State support for
small and medium enterprises in Bryansk Region"
(2010-2012) was adopted.
Reasonably extensive infrastructure to support
small and medium enterprises was created in the
region.
GAU Bryansk Regional business incubator has
been operating since 2008. The goal of the
business incubator is to help entrepreneurs at the
early stage of operations.
In December 2009, Bryansk Warranty Fund
was launched. The Fund is a nonprofit
organization established to improve the potential
of small business in the regional economy. The
main activity of the Fund is to provide guarantees
for liabilities (credit, loans, leasing contracts, etc.)
of small and medium enterprises of Bryansk
Region to creditors. In addition, the Fund has such
structural units as the Center for Coordination of
Support of Export-Oriented Small and Mid-sized
Businesses and the Euro Info Correspondence
Centre of Bryansk Region.
There area two microcredit funds in the region,
providing micro-loans to small and medium
enterprises in the amount of up to one million
rubles, up to one year at 9% per annum.

BRYANSK AREA SCIENTIFIC &
INNOVATION POTENTIAL

BRYANSK AREA SCIENTIFIC & INNOVATION POTENTIAL

RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS
Research and technical potential of Bryansk
Region includes a complex of large R&D and
design institutes, scientific & industrial enterprises
and associations.

HIGHER EDUCATION AND
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
INSTITUTIONS
Specialists for various sectors of economic and
social sector are trained at:
• 25 higher educational institutions running
higher education programs, including 4 state
universities (Academician Petrovsky Bryansk
State University, Bryansk State Technical
University, Bryansk State Engineering and
Technology
Academy,
Bryansk
State
Agricultural Academy), 13 branches of state
universities and 7 branches of private
universities located in Bryansk;
• 29 secondary education institutions;
• 29 basic vocational schools.
Higher education system of the region trains
managerial and engineering staff. In 2011, the
number of graduates of state higher education
institutions amounted to 8648 people (93.6% to
2010). The number of postgraduate students at
the end of 2011 was 649 people. 147
postgraduate students successfully completed
their studies (105% to 2010).
The number of graduates in public schools of
secondary vocational education was 4858 people
(94.1% to 2010).

INNOVATION ACTIVITIES
Bryansk Region ranks 7th in the CFD in terms
of innovation activities of organizations. R&D
activities of Bryansk Region scientists increasingly
result in patents for inventions and utility models.
In 2011, 111 intellectual property objects were
protected with patents.
In
order
to
ensure
the
investment
attractiveness of innovations and enhance the
interest of enterprises and organizations of the
region in promoting innovation, annual review
competitions are held to identify the most effective
inventions, know-how, new products and
technologies, as well as innovative products
exhibitions. A registry of innovation activities is
formed in the region.
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Bryansk Region cooperates with JSC
RUSNANO on financing of nanotechnology
projects. Presently enterprises and organizations
of Bryansk Region are preparing applications, and
some have already applied to JSC RUSNANO for
funding their projects.
CJSC Kremny El Group – financing the project
Production of microsurgery scalpels with silicon
single crystal blades.
LLC Basalt-Management - financing the project
"Production of nano-modified continuous basalt
fiber with annual capacity of 10000 tons".
LLC Ekokremny - financing the project
"Expansion and diversification of high-tech
production of nanosilicon".
With the support of RUSNANO, the project of
JSC METAKLEY for the production of
nanosilicates and polymer nanocomposites with
their use was implemented in Bryansk Region.
State support is provided to small innovative
businesses by creating conditions for their
development. In 2011, the state support was
provided to 34 operating small and mid-sized
innovative companies for the total amount of 50
million rubles.
Beginner innovative companies are supported
in the form of grants of up to 500 thousand rubles
for development. In 2011, the subsidy was
provided to 21 companies of the region for a total
of 10 million rubles.

The list of major research and design
institutions of Bryansk Region
OJSC Scientific-Research Institute Isoterm
1 Shchorsa blvd/, Bryansk, 241031
Tel. (4832) 30-35-49, fax (4832) 30-35-47
E-mail: root@nii-izoterm.debryansk.ru
www.nii-izoterm.ru
Products: equipment for growing monocrystal
materials, equipment for storage (recycling)
facilities for solid and liquid radioactive waste,
special physical and thermal equipment for
microelectronics, electrothermal equipment and
medical equipment.
CJSC Integrated Circuit Design and
Technology Scientific and Technical Center
103 Krasnoarmeyskaya st., PO Box 2,
Bryansk, 241037.
Tel. (4832) 41-48-85, fax (4832) 41-42-49
E-mail: root@sitsemi.ru
Products: discrete silicon devices, integrated
circuits, power electronics, MEMS and siliconbased parent materials.
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JSC Design, Technology and Research Center
Spetsmash

State Higher Education Institution Bryansk
State Technical University (BGTU)

17 Moscovsky passage, Bryansk, 241020
Tel. (4832) 73-72-86, fax (4832) 73-72-82
E-mail: specmash@online.debryansk.ru
Area of activity: experimental design, scientific research
and experimental work, development of design,
technological and repair documentation for products for
general industrial use and military equipment, supervision
during manufacturing and operation of products, software.

7, 50-letiya Octyabrya blvd.,
Bryansk, 241035.
Tel. (4832) 56-09-05
E-mail: rector@tu-bryansk.ru.
www.tu-bryansk.ru

OJSC Bryansk Special Design Bureau

3 Stanke Dimitrova st, Bryansk, 241037.
Tel. (4832) 74-60-08
E-mail: mail@bgita.ru
www.bgita.ru

136 Vokzalnaya st., Bryansk, 241017
Tel. (4832) 53-04-03, fax (4832) 53-16-86
E-mail: mail@bskb.ru
Products: control & monitoring systems, audio and video
systems for rail transport.

GNU All-Russian Lupine Research Institute of
the Russian Agricultural Academy
2 Berezovaya st., Michurinsky village,
Bryansk Region, 241524
Tel. (4832) 91-15-40, fax (4832) 91-10-10
E-mail: lupin@online.bryansk.ru
Area of activity: creation of new narrow-leaved breeds of
white and yellow lupine, efficient use of natural resources
and the reproduction of soil fertility on the basis of lupine
bio resoources, technologies for processing and
preservation of lupine products, development of new
varieties of fruits and berries.

GU Novozybkov Agricultural Experiment Station
VNIIA
Experimental Station village, Novozybkovsky district,
Bryansk Region, 243020
Tel. (48343) 3-32-20
E-mail: ngost@mail.ru
Area of activity: optimizing nutrient regime of sandy
soils, rehabilitation technology for grassland contaminated
with radionuclides, improving crop growing technologies.

FGU State Nature Reserve Bryansk Forest
Nerussa village, Suzemsky district,
Bryansk Region, 242180
Tel. (48353) 2-57-75, fax (48353) 2-57-73
E-mail: zapole@online.debryansk.ru
Area of activity: study of the natural course of processes
occurring in nature, identifying relationships in the natural
complex, monitoring of rare species of plants and animals,
creating geo-botanical reserve map.

Higher vocational education institution of
Bryansk Region
State Higher Education Institution Academician
I.G. Petrovsky Bryansk State University (BGU)
14 Bezhitskaya st., Bryansk, 241036
Tel. (4832) 66-65-38, fax (4832) 66-63-53
www.brgu.ru

State Higher Education Institution Bryansk
State Engineering and Technology Academy
(BGITA)

State Higher Education Institution
Bryansk State Agricultural Academy
(BGSHA)
2A Sovetskaya st., Kokino village,
Vygonichsky district, Bryansk, 243365
Tel. (48341) 2-47-21
E-mail: cit@bgsha.com
www.bgsha.com

State Higher Education Institution “Bryansk
branch of the Russian State Open Technical
Transport University (PGOTUPS)”
13A Krasnykh Partisan st.,
Bryansk, 241020
Tel. (4832) 63-39-07

Bryansk branch of
the Federal State Budgetary Higher
Education Institution Russian Presidential
Academy of National Economy and Public
Administration
(RANHiGS)
18 Gorkogo st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel. (4832) 72-28-19, fax (4832) 72-28-05
E-mail: nfo@bfrane.brk.ru
www.rane-brf.ru

State Higher Education Institution
Dyatkovo branch of V.G. Shukhov Belgorod
Technological University
(V.G. Shukhov BGTU)
7A K. Marksa st. Dyatkovo town,
Bryansk Region, 242630
Tel. (48333) 3-39-24, fax (48333) 3-73-73

State Higher Education Institution Bryansk
branch of the Financial University under the
Government of the Russian Federation
61 Duki st., Bryansk, 241000
Tel. (4832) 64-34-75
www.vzfei.ru
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State Higher Education Institution Karachev
branch of Orel State Technical University (Orel
GTU)

Private Higher Education Institution Bryansk
branch of the Moscow Psychological and
Social University (MPSU)

1 Gorkogo st., Karachev town,
Bryansk Region, 242500
Tel.: (48335) 2-46-70, 2-44-69

65 Duki st., Bryansk, 241007
Tel. (4832)68-15-84
www.bfmpsi.ru

State Higher Education Institution Unecha
branch of the Moscow State University of
Technology and Management (Unecha
MGUTU)

Private Higher Education Institution Bryansk
branch of Moscow New Law Institute

6 Suvorova st., Unecha town,
Bryansk Region, 243300
Tel. (48351) 2-82-34

State Higher Education Institution Bryansk
branch of the St. Petersburg P.F. Lesgaft State
University of Physical Culture (P.F.Lesgaft
SPbGUFK)
74 Duki st., Bryansk, 241007.
Tel. (4832)64-78-21
E-mail: guor-guseva@yandex.ru
www.bfngu.ru

State Higher Education Institution Bryansk
branch of the Russian State Social University
(RGSU)

Private Higher Education Institution Bryansk
branch of the Modern Humanitarian Academy
(SGA)
108A Fokina st.,
Bryansk, 241000
Tel. (4832) 64-67-68

Private Higher Education Institution Bryansk
branch of the Moscow Institute of Advertising,
Tourism, Show Business
106 Moskovsky pr., PO Box 2,
Bryansk, 241004,
Tel. (4832) 63-92-26
www.in32.ucoz.ru

19 Griboyedova st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel. (4832) 66-15-75
www.bryansk.rgsu.net

Private Higher Education Institution Bryansk
branch of the International Academy of
Business and Management

State Higher Education Institution Novozybkov
branch of Academician I.G. Petrovsky BGU

24 Aviatsionnaya st,
Bryansk, 241037
Tel. (4832) 75-07-82
www.mabiu.ru

25 Krasnogvardeyskaya st.,
Novozybkov town, 243020
Tel. (48243) 3-44-85

State Higher Education Institution Bryansk
branch of the Russian State Trade and
Economic University (RGTEU)

Private Higher Education Institution Bryansk
branch of the Russian University of
Cooperation

8 Bezhitskaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel. (4832) 64-79-83
www.bfrsute.ru

11 K. Marksa st., Bryansk, 241000
Tel. (4832) 77-52-00
E-mail: bf-ruk@yandex.ru
www.bfruk.narod.ru

Private Higher Education Institution Bryansk
branch of Moscow State Pedagogical
University (MPGU)

Private Higher Education Institution Bryansk
branch of the Academy of Law and
Management (Institute)

86 Kalinina st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel. (4832) 66-19-55
E-mail: brfi lmpgu@rambler.ru

Private Higher Education Institution
Srednerussky University (Bryansk Open
Management and Business Institute)
42, 2nd Pochepskaya st.,
Bryansk, 241050
Tel. (4832) 41-15-22
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8 Stepnaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel. (4832) 71-73-00
E-mail: bryansk.filial@yandex.ru
www.academprava.ru

Private Higher Education Institution Bryansk
branch of the International Slavic Institute
51 St. Dimitrova pr., Bryansk, 241000.
Tel. (4832) 41-38-16
www.slavinst.ru
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TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
The Bryansk Region transport system is
represented by rail, road and air transport.
Transport complex formed in the region plays an
important role in the international (Ukraine,
Belarus, and Western Europe), inter-regional and
intra-regional freight and passenger connections.
The major part of the region is located in areas
of convenient transport accessibility, near railways
and roads, which is predetermined by a
sufficiently high density of formed transport routes.
The total length of railways in Bryansk Region
is 979 km. There are three major railway
junctions: Bryansk-1 - passenger station, Bryansk2 - sorting station, Unecha - section station.
Density of common-use railways is 289 km per 10
thousand sq. km, which exceeds the nationwide
level.
The whole region is crossed in the north-south
direction by the railway Moscow - Bryansk Suzemka - Kiev, used for main connections with
Ukraine. This is a double-track line with
locomotive traction.
In the east-west direction the Orel - Bryansk Smolensk line is operated, providing connection of
the Baltic States and Belarus with the central
regions and Volga region of Russia via singletrack line running on diesel traction.
Bryansk - Zlynka line supports basic national
economic connections between Russia and
Belarus. The line is single-track with diesel
traction.
The region includes several more single-track
railway lines of local importance, such as Bryansk
- Sukhinichi, Bryansk - Dyatkovo and BryanskKomarichy, serving to connect major district
centers with the regional center.
The total length of motor roads in the region is
18203 km, including 590 km of federal
significance, 5698 km of regional significance,
11939 km of local significance.
Federal highway M-3 "Ukraine" is one of the
main components of the regional road network,
starting in Moscow and running through Obninsk,
Kaluga, Bryansk up to the border with Ukraine
(and then to Kiev). Length of the road within the
region is 192 km. The road has asphalt surface,
width of carriageway is 7 m. The road belongs to
second technical category.
Federal highway A-141 (P120), Orel - Bryansk
- Smolensk-Republic of Belarus is 178 km long
and belongs to 2nd category.
Federal highway M-13, Bryansk - Novozybkov
is 220 km long and belongs to 2nd category.
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In addition to major regional roads the region
has an extensive road network, providing direct
links with numerous settlements.
Density of surfaced roads is quite high - an
average of 278 km/1000 sq. km, including those
for public use 187 km/1000 sq. km.
Air transport of the region is represented by
airport complex, commissioned in 1994.
International Airport Bryansk is located in the
international air route R-22, connecting Moscow
with Kiev and Western Europe. The airport has
international status, has a concrete runway with
length of 2400 m, accommodating aircraft of IL-76,
Tu-154, Yak-42, Boing-737, A-310 types and
others.
Bryansk Region is crossed by major oil and
gas pipelines, including oil pipelines "Druzhba",
BTS-2. Pipelines Dashava - Moscow and
Shebelinka - Moscow laid through the region allow
extensive use of low-cost and environmentally
friendly fuel - natural gas - for the development of
the regional energy sector.

ENERGY SECTOR
98.7% of energy consumed in Bryansk Region
is imported and transported from other regions.
Two economic sectors dominate in the region
in terms of consumption of fuel and energy
resources (FER): industry, which accounts for
46% of energy resources, and housing and
communal services, accounting for 39%.
Other sectors of the regional economy that can
be named include transport and agriculture (4% of
fuel resources each), healthcare, education and
culture (about 4% of fuel resources in total).
The main active power generating sources of
the region are Bryanskaya SDPP and
Klintsovskaya CHP. Production of electricity and
heat is managed by Bryansk Regional Generation,
a branch of JSC Territorial Generating Company4.
The predominant part of the electricity comes
from outside the region via 750 kV lines
Smolenskaya NPP - Novobryanskaya and
Kurskaya NPP - Novobryanskaya. Bryansk power
grid is connected with power grids of Center UES:
Smolenskaya (one 750 kV HV line, one 110 kV
HV line), Kaluzhskaya (one 220 kV HV line, three
110 kV HV lines), Kurskaya (one 750 kV HV line,
one 220 kV HV line), Lipetskaya (one 500 kV HV
line), Orel (three 110 kV HV lines), as well as with
the power grid of the Republic of Belarus (four 110
kV HV lines).
Heating of industrial and household consumers
in towns and workers settlements
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of the region is performed by two power plants of the
system: Bryansk SDPP and Klintsovskaya CHP with
total steam boiler capacity of 750 t/h, water boilers 100 Gcal/h; from two CHPs of industrial plants with
total steam boiler capacity of 500 t/h and water boiler
capacity of 400 Gcal/h, from 424 boiler plants of
OJSC
Bryansk
Utility
Systems,
LLC
Bryanskteploenergo with installed capacity of
2254.76 Gcal/h, from 1627 departmental boiler
plants with capacity of 3601 Gcal/h.
Among 5 entities of the wholesale energy
market of Bryansk Region, the only major utility
supplier is OJSC Bryanskenergosbyt - one of the
largest regional power grid companies, meeting
about 72% of regional energy needs.

Key power sector enterprises
Branch of OJSC MRSK Centra-Bryanskenergo
35 Sovetskaya st., Bryansk, 241050.
Tel. (4832) 74-09-42, fax (4832) 66-07-46
E-mail: office@bryanskenergo.ru
www.bryanskenergo.ru

Branch of OJSC FGC UES Bryansk Bulk
Electricity Networks Company
35 Krylovskaya st., Bryansk, 241019
Tel. (4832) 67-19-29, fax (4832) 67-19-39
E-mail: bordadyn_lv@bpmes.032.ru
www.fsk-ees.ru

OJSC Bryanskenergosbyt
4 Tyutcheva st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel./fax: (4832) 66-04-42,66-55-48
E-mail: root@eLektro-32.ru
www.eLektro-32.ru

Branch of OJSC TGC-4 Bryansk Regional
Generation
1 Kominterna st., Belye Berega village,
Bryansk, 241902.
Tel. (4832) 67-83-59, fax (4832) 67 -83- 59
E-mail: tgk@tgk032.ru
www.tgk-4.ru

LLC STROY EXPERT
5B Stanke Dimitrova st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel. (4832) 66-25-33, 66-93-50, fax (4832) 66-50-46
E-mail: Lanina.g@t.stroyexp32.ru
www.stroyexp32.ru

OJSC Bryansk Utility Systems
9A Uritskogo st., Bryansk, 241007
Tel. (4832) 66-60-42, fax (4832) 66-31-70
E-mail: cd@oaobks.ru
www.ies-bryansk.com

LLC Bryanskteploenergo
43 Stanke Dimitrova pr, Bryansk 241019
Tel./fax (4832) 72-29-86
E-mail: tepLo@bte-32.ru
www.bte-32.ru

LLC Gazprom Mezhregiongaz Bryansk
79 Sovetskaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel. (4832) 74-28-13, fax (4832) 68-09-90
E-mail: main@bryansk-gaz.ru
www.bryansk-gaz.ru

OJSC Bryanskoblgaz
54 Shchukina st., Bryansk, 241033
Tel. (4832) 74-21-36, fax (4832) 74-31-88
E-mail: generaL@gro32.ru
www.gro32.ru

Branch of LLC Gazprom Transgaz Moscow,
Bryansk Gas Pipeline Directorate
1 P. Yashenina st., Glinischevo village,
Bryansk Region, 241525
Tel. (4832) 94-72-06, fax (4832) 94-72-02
E-mail: tikhutin@bryansk.mtg.gazprom.ru

Communications
Bryansk Region ICT & telecommunications
market is highly concentrated. The leader in dialup access is OJSC Rostelecom, represented by
its Bryansk branch, holding 90% of fixed
communications. The branch provides local, intraregional, telegraph communication services, data
transmission and cable broadcasting services.
Limited Liability Company Mobile TelecomService has 10000 numbers of total installed
capacity.
The largest share in the volume of
communication services is maintained by mobile
communications, with share exceeding 50%. Mobile
services in Bryansk Region are rendered by
• Bryansk branch of OJSC Mobile TeleSystems
(MTS)
• Bryansk branch of OJSC VimpelCom (Beeline)
• Bryansk branch of CJSC Mobicom-Center
(Megafon)
• Bryansk branch of CJSC Smolensk Cellular
Communications (TeLe2)
TV broadcast coverage in the whole region is
97%. In the cities and towns of the region
residents are able to received federal, state and
local TV & radio broadcasts, as well as cable TV.

Market infrastructure
Another contributing factor for increasing
economic growth rates and implementation of
large-scale investment programs is the powerful
banking system of Bryansk Region. The banking
sector is represented by 19 branches, as well as
internal divisions of nonresident commercial
banks. 86 branches and offices of insurance
companies from other regions are operating in the
region, as well as organizations that provide
consulting services in economics, auditing, and
management area; Bryansk Chamber of
Commerce operates in the region as well.
Small and medium businesses are supported
by GAU Bryansk Guarantee Fund in terms of
providing credit and other financial resources to
small and medium enterprises through guarantees
on liabilities to creditors.
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Banking organizations
Main Branch of the Bank of Russia for Bryansk
region
34 Gorkogo st., Bryansk, 241000
Tel.: (4832) 74-07-46

OJSC Bank URAL SIB, Bryansk branch
1 Lubeznogo st., Bryansk, 241011
Tel.: (4832) 66-95-55

OJSC Gazprombank, Bryansk branch
4 Partizan sq. Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 68-88-88

JSCB Investtorgbank, Bryansk branch
28 Gagarina blvd, Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 58-72-29, 58-72-31

OJSC Moscow Industrial Bank
Bryansk branch
128 Krasnoarmeyskaya st., Bryansk, 241019
Tel.: (4832) 58-72-01

OJSC Moscow Industrial Bank Branch in
Bryansk
1/5 Bezhitskaya st., 241007, Bryansk
Tel.: (4832) 68-19-22, 68-19-65

OJSC Sberbank of Russia
Bryansk branch No. 8605
10B Lenina pr., Bryansk, 241011
Tel.: (4832) 74-22-41

OJSC Sberbank of Russia
Navlinskoye office No. 5567
5, 30 let Pobedy lane, Navlya village,
Bryansk, 242130
Tel.: (48342) 2-13-86

32 Romashina st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 57-40-06

OJSC YUNIKORBANK Branch Bryansk
9 Oktyabrskaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 74-44-75

JSC Bank ROST, Bryansk branch
74 Lenin pr., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 74-51-10,74-50-71

JSCB NRBank (JSC), Branch Bryansk
70 Kostycheva st., Bryansk, 241037
Tel.: (4832) 59-93-23, 62-67-32

OJSC Baltinvestbank operational office
Bryansk
13 Oktyabrskaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 72-27-42

OJSC VTB Bank, operational office of OJSC
VTB Bank Voronezh Branch in Bryansk
16.Arsenalskaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 66-05-05, 66-25-89

CJSC VTB 24, operational office Bryansk of
Branch No. 3652
99 Lenina st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 66-86-06

CJSC Russian Standard Bank, operational
office No. 1 of Voronezh Branch in Bryansk
98A Kalinina st., Bryansk, 241050.
Tel.: (4832) 64-63-42

OJSC Orient Express Bank, operational office
in Bryansk

OJSC Sberbank of Russia

12, 2nd Alleya st., Bryansk, 241020
Tel.: (4832) 63-57-73, 73-76-41

Novozybkov office No. 5580
19 Pervomayskaya st., Novozybkov, Bryansk region,
243020
Tel.: (48343) 3-28-91

JSC Russian Regional Development Bank
operational office of Orel Branch in Bryansk
100 Sovetskaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 2-18-75

OJSC Sberbank of Russia

OJSC Gazenergobank, o
perational office in Bryansk

Trubchevsk office No. 5571
78 Lunacharskogo st., Trubchevsk town, Bryansk,
242220
Tel.: (48352) 2-44-91

OJSC Sberbank of Russia
Unechsa office No. 5586
2/2 Pervomayskaya, Unecha village, Bryansk, 243300
Tel.: (48351) 12-02-91

OJSC Bank Northern Sea Route
Bryansk branch
41 Krasnoarmeyskaya st.Bryansk, 241019,
Tel.: (4832) 41-82-81

APB Solidarnost (CJSC), Bryansk branch
29 Fokina st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 74-35-12

OJSC CB Stroycredit, Bryansk branch
Partizanov pl. Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 41-80-80

CJSC JSCB Transcapitalbank, Bryansk branch
1 Proletarskaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 72-33-10, 72-22-58

OJSC TransCreditBank, Bryansk branch
47 Krahmaleva st., Bryansk, 241037
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19 Kuibysheva st., Bryansk, 241035
Tel.: (4832) 55-77-55

CJSC MBC Moscomprivatbank, operational
office Bryansky
44 Emlyutina st., Bryansk, 241000
Tel.: (4832) 64-91-44

OJSC NB Trust,
operational office No. 1 of Voronezh branch
100 Sovetskaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 74-91-49, 64-99-05

OTP Bank, credit and cash office in Bryansk
98A Kalinina st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 58-08-56

LLC JSCB Probusinessbank, office Bryansky
91 Krasnoarmeyskaya st., Bryansk, 241019
Tel.: (4832) 58-99-99

OJSC Promsvyazbank, Yaroslavl Branch
operational office Bryansky
18 Kuibysheva st., Bryansk, 241035
Tel.: (4832) 58-95-45, 58-95-21
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CJSC Raiffeisenbank, operational office
Bryansky

JSC Insurance Company ZHASO
56 Moskovsky pr., Bryansk, 241020
Tel.: (4832) 69-90-45, 73-72-76

65 Krasnoarmeyskaya st., Bryansk, 241019
Tel.: (4832) 58-95-00

OJSIC Ingosstrakh, Bryansk branch
103 Krasnoarmeyskaya st., Bryansk, 241037
Tel.: (4832) 66-10-09, 66-13-02

OJSC JSCB ROSBANK
operational office Bryansky of OJSC JSCB
ROSBANK Kaluga Branch

LLC IC Ingosstrakh - M, Bryansk branch
67 Lenina pr., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 74-91-92

108A Fokina st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 70-00-34

LLC IC Capital - Reserve

OJSC Rosgosstrakh - Bank,
operational office Bryansky

83 S. Perovskoy st., of. 316, 306, Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 41-65-03, 62-02-73

34 Fokina st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 64-21-82

SG Companion, Moscow branch,
Bryansk department

OJSC Bank of Moscow
regional operations office in Bryansk

128A Krasnoarmeyskaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 41-84-10

2 Krahmaleva st., Bryansk, 241037
Tel.: (4832) 41-32-20

CJSC IC MAX, Bryansk branch
19 Krahmaleva st., Bryansk, 241037
Tel.: (4832) 75 -58-43

OJSC CB RosEvroBank,
credit and cash office Bryansk

LLC IC Moscoviya, Bryansk branch

54 Bezhitskaya st., of. 402, Bryansk, 241007.
Tel.: (4832) 58-90-41, 58-90-42

9A Uritskogo st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 72-27-85

LLC Rusfinance Bank,
operational office in Bryansk

OJSC SG MSK, Bryansk branch
10B Lenina pr., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 64-60-39

41 Krasnoarmeyskaya st., Bryansk, 241050.
Tel.: (4832) 64-60-84, 64-61-84

OOO IC Oranta, Bryansk branch

CJSC Forus Bank,
credit and cash office in Bryansk

19, 22th Kongressa KPSS st., Bryansk, 241012
Tel.: (4832) 58-81-44, 58-81-22

10, III Internatsionala st., Bryansk, 241035
Tel.: (4832) 51-84-46

OJSC IC Progress - Garant, Bryansk branch
19 Yamskaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 72-27-07, 74-65-33

LLC HCF Bank, operational office 32/01
39 Lenina pr., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 58-67-70

LLC Rosgosstrakh, branch in Bryansk Region
27, 3rd July st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 11-11-67

OJSC JSCB Smolevich, operational office
Bryansky

OJSIC Rossiya, Bryansk branch

1/4 Bezhitskaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 64-41-69

72 Stanke Dimitrova pr., Bryansk, 241028
Tel.: (4832) 02-02-23

JSCB Lanta-Bank (CJSC), Orel branch
operational office Centralny

OJSC Bryansk Transport Insurance Company
Bryansk branch

74 Lenina st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 74-95-16

91 Krasnoarmeyskaya st., Bryansk, 241019
Tel.: (4832) 41-92-17

OJSC SOGAZ, Bryansk branch

Insurance companies

2 Nekrasova st., Bryansk, 241007
Tel.: (4832) 75-29-99

OJSC Alfastrakhovanie Bryansk branch

OJSC Spasskye Vorota, office of Smolensk
branch in Bryansk

57 S. Perovskoy st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 41-28-30

54A Stanke Dimitrova pr., Bryansk 241033,
Tel.: (4832) 67-47-10

OJSC IC ROSNO, Bryansk branch
1 Romashina st., Bryansk, 241050.
Tel.: (4832) 66-15-88

CJSC IC URALSIB

OJSIC Insurance House VSK, Bryansk branch
100 Krasnoarmeyskaya st., Bryansk, 241037.
Tel.: (4832) 58-61-01

CJSC Guta-Insurance, Bryansk branch
1A Trudovaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 72-23-46, 64-52-44

CJSIC Twenty-first Century,
branch in Bryansk
67 Fokina st., Bryansk, 241050.
Tel.: (4832) 74-22-46, 74-36-90

10B Lenina pr., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 74-53-83

LLC IC Zurich, Bryansk branch
65 Duki st., Bryansk, 241007
Tel.: (4832) 52-90-32

CJSC IC Megaruss-D, Bryansk branch
65 Duki st., Bryansk, 241007
Tel.: (4832) 68-19-77, 58-90-26

OJSC IC Yugoria, Orel branch,
Bryansk Agency
9A Uritskogo st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 33-42-43
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Consulting, appraisal and audit companies
LLC BS-Invest
27 Gagarina blvd., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 74-65-68
GAU Bryansk Regional Business Incubator
54 Bezhitskaya st., Bryansk, 241007
Tel.: (4832) 58-92-77, 58-92-78
LLC Bryanskkonsaltproekt
37 Pochtovaya st., of. 20, Bryansk, 241016,
Tel.: (4832) 58-40-75
BCCI Consulting
11 Komsomolskaya st., Bryansk, 241035
Tel.: (4832) 33-22-14
LLC SP Service Business Studies
15A Kuibysheva st., of. 511, Bryansk, 241035
Tel.: (4832) 58-79-09, 58-79-08
LLC FKK CapitalGroup
54 Bezhitskaya st., of. 35, Bryansk, 241007
Tel.: (4832) 58-92-97
LLC Fintrast Consulting
82 Sovetskaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 64-41-29
LLC HTM Appraisal Agency
67 Fokina st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 74-03-90
LLC Alfa - Invest
independent appraisal company
6 Fokina st., of. 1-01, Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 74-13-33, 74-98-09
LLC Business-Favorite
10 Trubcevsky lpassage, Bryansk, 214050
Tel.: (4832) 41-46-47
LLC Business. Appraisal. Real Estate
29 Fokina st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 74-26-57,37-00-75
Company B-Nika
91 Krasnoarmeyskaya st., of. 13, Bryansk, 241019
Tel.: (4832) 74-32-48, 41-73-77
LLC Bryansk Expert Appraisal Company
100 Krasnoarmeyskaya st., of. 431, Bryansk, 241019
Tel.: (4832) 58-61-86
SUE Bryanskobltekhinventarizatsya
48 Duki st., Bryansk, 241007
Tel.: (4832) 64-86-99, 64-68-46
AUBO Bryansk Region State Expert Appraisal of
Projects
5 Griboyedova st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 66-49-79,74-38-16
LLC Business Union-Appraisal
82 Sovetskaya st., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 72-31-70, 72-31-74
LLC Co Invest Bryansk
14 Oktyabrskaya st., Bryansk, 241011
Tel.: (4832) 64-69-75, 64-66-31
LLC Legit
128 Krasnoarmeyskaya st., of. 416, 419,
Bryansk, 241019
Tel.: (4832) 67-42-11, 60-64-01
LLC Appraisal Office Region
72 Stanke Dimitrova pr., Bryansk 241050
Tel.: (4832) 62-00-82
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LLC Appraisal Service
9 Krahmaleva st., Bryansk, 241037.
Tel.: (4832) 62-15-43
LLC Universal Project
9A Uritskogo st., Bryansk, 241028.
Tel.: (4832) 74-62-76
LLC Expert P.V.P.
Independent expert appraisal company
35 Krahmaleva st., Bryansk, 241037.
Tel.: (4832) 62-60-47, 62-60-42

Auditing companies
LLC Absolute
20 Burova st., of. 211, Bryansk, 241035.
Tel.: (4832) 68-75-64, 33-80-13
LLC AF Auditinform-Bryansk
6 Vorovskogo st, of. 5, Bryansk, 241022.
Tel.: (4832) 28-14-42
LLC Audit Firm ARC
67 Fokina st., of. 5, Bryansk, 241050.
Tel.: (4832) 77-75-12, 77-75-13
LLC Audit Guarant
56 Shchukina st., Bryansk, 241019.
Tel.: (4832) 41-14-83
LLC Business-Partner
18A Ulyanova st., of. 6. Bryansk, 241035.
Tel.: (4832) 33-59-66
CJSC Gorislavtsev and Co. Audit, Bryansk branch
85 S. Perovskoy st., Bryansk, 241050.
Tel.: (4832) 74-28-41
LLC Complex - Audit Central Branch
30 Gorkogo st., Bryansk, 241050.
Tel.: (4832) 33-56-78
LLC Bryanskaudit
9 Lenina pr., of. 2, Bryansk, 241011.
Tel.: (4832) 74-66-11,66-47-24
LLC AFC Service-Audit
56 Gorkogo st., Bryansk, 241050.
Tel.: (4832) 74-56-84, 64-36-94

Design organizations
OJSC Bryanskgrazhdanproekt
99 Lenina pr., Bryansk, 241050
Tel.: (4832) 74-36-69
LLC GPIstroymash
15 Institutskaya st., Bryansk, 241035
Tel.: (4832) 56-19-84, 56-29-94
OJSC NIIPI Neftegazstroymash
12, 2nd Alleya st., Bryansk, 241020.
Tel.: (4832) 01-13-63
LLC Bryanskstroyizyskaniya
31 Krasnoarmeyskaya st., Bryansk, 241011.
Tel.: (4832) 66-24-83, 74-06-52
OJSC PSK Comfort Design
3A Krylovskaya st., Bryansk, 241033.
Tel.: (4832) 41-71-27, 41-71-02
OJSC VKT Istroydormash
83 Sofyi Perovskoy st., Bryansk, 241050.
Tel.: (4832) 66-19-09
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BRYANSK REGION INVESTMENT LAWS
The main trends of the regional investment policy
are focused on implementation of a set of
systematic measures providing for qualitative
improvement of the investment climate in the region,
ensuring the creation of conditions for substantial
investment inflows.
Investment activities on the territory of Bryansk
Region are governed by the following policy and
regulatory framework:
• Bryansk Region Law No. 29-3 of August 19,
1996 "On investment activities, tax incentives
and guarantees to investors in Bryansk Region"
(as amended on December 29, 2011 by No.
142-3 (granting the tax credit);
• Bryansk Region Law No. 79-3 of November 27,
2003 "On corporate property tax" (as amended
by on May 12, 2011 by No. 40-3);
• Bryansk Region Law No. 73-3 of November 26,
2004 "On the reduction of corporate income tax
rate for individual categories of taxpayers" (as
amended on May 12, 2011 by No. 39-3);
• Bryansk Region Law No. 161-3 of December 10,
2007 "On mortgage fund of Bryansk region";
• Bryansk Region Law No. 77-3 of August 5, 2011
"On participation of Bryansk Region in publicprivate partnership";
• Bryansk Region Law No. 90-3 of October 5, 2011
"Determining the agency authorized to make
decision to change the timing of payment of taxes
in the form of investment tax credit";
• Resolution No. 792 of the Regional Administration
of October 9, 2007 "On the Investment Council
under the Administration of the Region";
• Resolution No. 604 of Bryansk Regional
Administration of June 20, 2008 "On approval of
the socio-economic development strategy of
Bryansk Region to 2025";
• Resolution No. 278 of Bryansk Regional
Administration of March 26, 2009 "On mortgage
fund of Bryansk Region";
• Resolution No. 167 of Bryansk Regional
Administration of February 25, 2010 "On the
competitive selection of investment (innovation)
projects for the right to use objects of mortgage
fund of Bryansk Region";
• Resolution No. 1023 of Bryansk Region on
October 11, 2010 "On the establishment of state
autonomous organization "Agency for the
support of investment projects";
• Resolution No. 1322 of Bryansk Regional
Administration of 20 December 2010
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"On approval of procedure for the support of
investment projects planned for implementation,
and (or) implemented in Bryansk Region";
• Resolution No. 1295 of Bryansk Regional
Administration of 30 December 2011 "On
approval of the State Program "Economic
development,
investment
policy
and
innovation economy of Bryansk Region
(2012-2015).";
• Resolution No. 196 of Bryansk Regional
Administration of March 5, 2012 "On the
regional competition "The best municipality
in terms of investment attractiveness."
• Resolution No. 887 of Bryansk Regional
Administration of September 24, 2012 "On
Participation of Bryansk Region in the
creation of Open Joint Stock Company
"Bryansk Region Development Corporation";
• Resolution No. 757 of Bryansk Regional
Administration of August 14, 2012 "On
approval of the decision to grant investment
tax credit."
A significant positive contribution to the
support of investment activities is made by the
system of state support of investment activity of
investors, implemented on the basis of the
Bryansk Region Law No. 29-3 of August 19,
1996 "On investment activities, tax incentives
and guarantees to investors in Bryansk Region."
The main forms of state support of
investment activities are the provision of tax
incentives for corporate property tax and
corporate income tax and partial subsidization of
interest rates on bank loans taken by investors
for projects implementation.
In 2011, companies implementing investment
projects received tax benefits for corporate
property tax and income tax in the amount of
197.7 million rubles.
The
regional
administration
provides
assistance in the development and obtaining
initial permits for the project, in solving issues
related to registration, organization and filing
documents with tax authorities, reservation and
allocation of land and production sites,
registration of title, conclusion of lease
contracts, resolving disputes and conflicts that
may arise during project implementation,
obtaining legal, auditing, and insurance support
for the project, as well as in procuring appraisal
services.
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BRYANSK REGION
INVESTMENT RATING

Tax benefits for companies implementing
investment projects in Bryansk Region

Independent rating research made by Expert
RA agency shows that the region has a positive
growth of investment attractiveness, it has
investment grade rating ZV1 and the area is
classified as a region with a moderate risk.

million rubles

DYNAMICS AND STRUCTURE OF
INVESTMENTS
In 2010, Bryansk Region showed some of the
highest growth rates (2nd place) in the Central
Federal District in terms of investment volume. Most
of the investments were aimed at transport sector.
In 2011, the investment activity of enterprises
remained at the level of the previous year.
Investment in fixed capital from all sources in
2011 reached 48.0 billion rubles, or 101.0% as
compared to 2010 (in comparable prices).
The main source of investment activities were
raised funds (over 66%). The share of central
budget funds amounted to 23.4% of the total
investment volume.
The main flow of investments was directed to
the development of agriculture - 28%, transport
and communications - 24%, to manufacturing
facilities- 15%, provision of community and social
services - 13%.
The volume of foreign investments in Bryansk
Region in 2011 was $44.6 million USD, up 75%
over the previous year. Incoming foreign capital
included direct investment for the amount of $10.1
million USD (22.8%), and other investment of
$34.4 million USD (77.2%)
Capital investment dynamics
billion rubles

Plan

The major part of foreign investment is applied
to processing enterprises (47.7% percent of total
foreign capital), agricultural enterprises - 23.2%,
wholesale and retail trade, -19.3%.
Bryansk
Region
maintains
investment
cooperation with partners from 25 countries. Key
foreign trade partners are Belarus, Germany, the
British Islands, Cyprus, Moldova, Ukraine,
Lithuania.

PROJECTS SUCCESSFULLY
IMPLEMENTED
Each
year
investment
projects
are
implemented in the region, aimed at launching
and
modernization
of
enterprises
and
manufacturing facilities. The important social
effect of their implementation is the creation of
new jobs. More than 13 thousand jobs are to be
created to 2028 through implementation of 77
investment projects.
APH Miratorg is implementing in Bryansk
Region an EU-class investment project for the
production of highly productive beef cattle with the
purpose to develop domestic production of meat
and provide quality beef for Russian consumers.
Slavneft company is implementing an
investment project for the construction of an oil
refinery in the region with capacity of 300
thousand tons of oil a month.

Capital investments (at actual prices)

INVESTMENT PASSPORT
OF BRYANSK REGION
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The list of major projects
Organization of competitive high-tech
domestic production of modified layered
nanosilicates, masterbatches (nanocomposite
precursors) and new generation polymer
nanocomposite materials
Project originator: CJSC Metakley Karachev town
Project goal: organization of a competitive domestic
production of high-tech modified layered nanosilicates,
masterbatches and polymer nanocomposite materials of
new generation
Project cost — 1415000.0 thousand rubles
Implementation period - 2009-2015.

Construction of a pig-breeding complex for
7590 sows and breeding farm for 1800 sows in
Vygonichsky district of Bryansk Region
Project originator: LLC Tsar Myaso, Bryansk
Project goal: creation of a modern high-tech
competitive pig breeding facility
Project cost — 5075000.0 thousand rubles
Implementation period - 2011-2021.

Broiler poultry development
Project originator: LLC Kurinoye Tsarstvo- Bryansk,
Bryansk
Project goal: construction of a new production site,
modern hatchery, reconstruction of poultry slaughter
and processing plant, acquisition of technological
transport.
Project cost — 2442000.0 thousand rubles
Implementation period - 2009-2013.

Creation of a complex producing high-yield
beef cattle and cattle slaughter and primary
processing complex
Project originator: LLC Bryansk Meat Company
Trubcevsky district
Project goal: organization of production facility of to 48
thousand tons of beef in beef cattle live weight per year,
creating breeding herd of 100 thousand units, creation
of industrial and infrastructure facilities
Project cost — 20628000.0 thousand rubles
Implementation period - 2010-2028.

A pig farm Zhiryatinsky district of Bryansk
Region for 50320 units per year
Project originator: LLC Meat Corporation, Zhiryatinsky
district
Project goal: construction of pig-breeding complex for
50320 units per year.
Project cost — 729992.0 thousand rubles.
Implementation period - 2007-2014.
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Setting up and launching commercial
production of military cranes, crawler cranes,
tower cranes and jib cranes with a capacity of
40 tons and more
Project originator: OJSC Klintsy Truck Crane Plant,
Klintsy town
Project goal: diversifying production, expanding
existing operations, increasing truck crane equipment
market share, moving with significant share to new
markets to sale crawler and tower cranes
Project cost - 687000.0 thousand rubles
Implementation period - 2011-2015.

Expansion of production in CJSC Klintsovsky
silicate plant - developing the production of
cellular concrete blocks (gas silicate)
Project originator: CJSC Klintsy silicate plant, Klintsy
town
Project goal: creating the production site
manufacturing cellular concrete (gas silicate) with
capacity 180000 cubic meters p.a. through purchase of
production line equipment and reconstruction of
pressing-autoclave plant
Project cost – 278000.0 thousand rubles
Implementation period -2008-2013.

Re-equipment of the foundry No. 3 in LLC PK
Bezhitsk Steel Works
Project originator: LLC Industrial Company Bezhitsk
Steel Plant, Bryansk
Project goal: creating a stable manufacturing
environment, ensuring constantly reproducible high
quality products, complying with all applicable and
future regulatory requirements
Project cost – 4824000.0 thousand rubles
Implementation period - 2010-2020.

Plant for the production of frozen cooked
potatoes and potato flakes (Dobrun village,
Bryansk Region)
Project originator: LLC EkoFrio Bryansky district
Project goal: construction of plant for the production of
frozen potato fries, potato flakes, potato starch
Project cost – 4137400.0 thousand rubles
Implementation period - 2011-2017.

Construction of a pig-breeding complex for
7590 sows and breeding farm for 1800 sows in
Vygonichsky district of Bryansk Region
Project originator: LLC Tsar Myaso, Bryansk
Project goal: creation of a modern high-tech
competitive pig breeding facility
Project cost – 5075000.0 thousand rubles
Implementation period - 2011-2021.

INVESTMENT POLICY

Construction of plant for the production of
ceramic building materials in Klintsy town

Construction of new particle board and
laminated particle board plant

Project originator: CJSC Metrobeton, St. Petersburg
Project goal: construction of a plant for the production
of ceramic building materials with capacity of 80 million
conventional bricks per year
Project cost – 2200000.0 thousand rubles
Implementation period - 2011-2019.

Project originator: OJSC Dyatkovo-DOZ, 225 Lenina
st., Dyatkovo town, Bryansk Region, 242603.
Project goal: construction of a new plant for the
production of laminated particle board with capacity of
400 cubic meters per day with the use of imported
energy-efficient process equipment
Project cost – 1037500.0 thousand rubles
Implementation period - 2011-2018.

Capital investments physical volume dynamics

Russian Federation

Bryansk Region

Investment structure by sectors in 2011

Agriculture and forestry
Transport and communications
Manufacturing facilities
Utilities, social and personal services
Electricity, gas and water production and distribution
Healthcare and social services
Construction
Other
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